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ABSTRACT 
It has been de:nons tra ted that the react ion of ammonia 
with 1,2-dimethylethyleneimine is attended by a single Walden 
inversion and that the analogous reaction of amr:ionia with 
2,3-epoxybutane very probabl y proceeds in the same way. This 
result and other evidence have been used to assign configura-
tions to the 3-aDino-2-butanols and to draw certain conclu-
sions about the courses of the reactions in which they are 
involved. 
Optically active 1,2-dichloropropane has been prepared 
and its re la ti ve configuration determined. Measurern.ents of 
its optical rotatory power in different solvents and at dif-
ferent temperatures permit an approximate determination of 
the optical rotations of the two faros of the molecule cor-
res ponding to the t wo lowest potential minina for internal 
rotation about the 1,2-carbon-carbon bond. These values are 
compared with the results of a theoretical calculation; the 
resul ting assi[:;m'.1ent of absolute confi guration is consistent 
with a previous result for 2,J-epoxybutane. 
Kirkwood's theory of optical rotation has been modified 
so as to take into account contributions arising from zero-
point vibrational effects. The theory is used to calcula te 
tho opticnl rotations of compounds of the type H1H2crm. The 
result for o( -deuteroethylben zene is found to be conparable 
in ~agnitude with an experimen t a l va lue and consistent in 
sign with previous as s ignments of absolute configuration. 
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PART I 
WALDEIJ INVE~1SIONS IHVOLVING THE ISOMEIUC 
-1-
Vf!i.LDElT I KVEil.SIOHS INVOLVDTG ~CHE ISO~X3HIC 2,3-
The main purpose of this investi eation is the location 
of the ~alden inversions involved in the reaction sequences 
connecting the isomeric 3-amino-2-butanols, 2,3-dinethyl-
ethyleneimines, and 2 ,3-butanedia1~ines. The accomp2-ishr:ient 
of this objective, together vith a comparison of the contri-
butions of the amino and hydroxyl groups to the optical rota-
tory power of the compounds of the series, is sufficient for 
the assignment of confi guration to all of the diastereoisomers 
and enantiomorphs involved. 
The series of reactions wr.ich ·were carried out is 
shown in Figures 1 and 2, pages 2 and 3. The configurations 
of the epoxides and of the compounds preceding ther:.1 have 
b d t · d . 1 ( 2 ' 3) A 11 ~ th . . een e ermine previous y • ~ 01 ~ remaining con-
figurational relationships (with the exception of the assign= 
ment of D and 1 configurations to the enantiomorphs of 
active thr,_E2.2-3-aBino-2-butano1 and of actj_ve 2,3-butane-
diaf'line) follow u.nambiguously from t he following well-founded 
assumption: an odd number of Wa l den inversions accompanies 
Of the VJork described here the first part vias carried 
out by Dr. F. H. Dickey, the middle part jointly by Dr. Dickey 
and t he author, and the last part by the author alone. Those 
parts of the wo~k,carried out jointly are described in Dr. 
Dickey's thesisllJ, and they are not repeated here except 
as embodied i n the brief general outline of the problema 
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Fi r,ure 2. Configu:cational Helationships of' Compounds from 
D(i-)-2,3-Epoxybutane 
-4-
t he opening of the e poxide ring by ammonia. The strongest 
SUPI)Ort for this assur:iption is probably the recent observa-
tion that one inversion accompanies the opening of the epox-
ide ring of 1,2-epoxycyclohexane with annonia( 4 ). In addi-
tion, it can be said that in the absence of neiGhboring 
functional groups e poxide rings are nearly always opened ·with 
inversion(5). In view of the general similarity of stereo-
chemical results among different epoxides it is reasonable 
to suppose that the reaction of 2,3-epoxybutane with ammonia 
follows the same course. Finally, it was found that the pro-
duct obtained by reaction of 2,J-epoxybutane with dimethyl -
amine could be made to undergo ring closure by elimination of 
trimethylarnine to produce the sane epoxide isomer from which 
it is prepared (3). Since an odd nu:::nber of inversions is 
expected to accompany the ring closure, this result is con-
sis tent with the assur.:1ption of an odd nmriber of inversions in 
the rinG opening. 
If one inversion accoMpanies the opening of the epoxide 
ring vvi th a.cuJonia then this reaction should produce DL-threq-
3-amino-2-butanol, II, from meso-2,3-epoxybutane, I, and 
active 1-erY.~~prq-3-amino-2-butanol, VII, from g-2, 3-epoxy-
butane, VI. Since rn.8..2,.Q-2,3-dimethylethyleneLnine, IV, is 
formed fror'1 the th:r~-3-arnino-2-butanol, II, it follows that 
one inversion is involved in this transforoation. Otherwise, 
only a single inversion would be involved in the conversion 
of oxide to imine and the imine from the mesq_ epoxide would 
then necessarily be J?.1· In the case of the active oxide 
-5-
similar considerations apply. If one i nversion accompanies 
t he opening of t he oxide ring the amino alcohol from the Q-
oxide v.ri ll be ~-ery_-t..b;fo, carbon a tom C- 3 having been inverted. 
In t he closing to the imine carbon atom C- 2 is inverted and 
t he configuration of t he imine is thus ~' both carbon atoms 
having been inverted in the course of the reactions . Attempt-
ed resolution of t he 2,3-butane-diami n es obtained by rea ction 
of the imines wi th ammonia showed that the diamine obtained 
fror'.l the me so i mine was D~ and that from the active imine was 
aesg,. One inver sion was t hus s hown to accompany the opening 
of the i mine ring with ammonia. 
Since the opening of the imine r:Lng of mesq-2, 3- dimethyl-
ethyleneirnine with wa ter produced an amino alcohol identical 
with t ha t produced by the reac t ion of the rneso oxide wi th 
amr1onia , one inversion [1Ust accompany this opening of t he i r1 ine 
ring. It is perhaps interesting to note that t his relation-
ship obta ined be t ween the oxide, amino alcohol, and iraine 
allows all of the foregoing discussion to be based on the assump-
tion of inversion in the opening of the imine ring with water 
rather than upon the assumption of an j_nversion in the opening 
of the oxide ring with ammonia. Either assUIJption f ollows 
from the other because of the experimental connection of the 
i rnine and oxide to the same amino alcohol isomer. Thus the 
assumpti on that one inversion accompanies the open i ng of the 
irnine r ing 'Ni t h water requires an inversion in the opening of 
the epoxide with ammonia; otherwise, the number of inversions 
between the meso-oxide and rneso-imine would not be correct. 
-6-
There is, however, less direct evidence for the openin~ of 
the imine ring by water with inversion, and it seems prefer-
able to base the argrnnent on the assumption of an odd nmaber 
of inversions in the oxide-ammonia reaction. 
Conparison of the optical rotations of the amino alco-
hols, i~ine, and diamine with those of the oxide and glycol 
leads to the hypothesis that the contributions to the rota-
tion made by the imine and amino groups are somewhat greater 
in magnitude than t hose of the epoxy and hydroxyl groups and 
have t he same sign. On t he basis of t his hypothesis, a com-
pletely consistent body of relationships between configura-
tions and the sign and magnitude of rotation for the compounds 
of the series can be found. The observed rotations of the 
pure compounds are as followsCl): 
(1) an active diamine, Va , Vb, has 29°, whereas the glycol 
has 13°; (2) an active threo- amino alcohol, IIa, IIb, has 
a rotation of 17°, intermediate between those of the glycol 
and diamine; (3) active erythro- amino alcohol , VII, has 
o.s5° whereas threo has 17°; (4) 1-er;y_,thro-3-amino-2-butanol 
has a positive rotation, as does the 1-glycol. It can be 
im~ediately seen that the hypothesis is consistent with the 
relationship between i mine and oxide, for the configuration-
ally related enantiomorphs have the same sign of rotation and 
t he rotation of the i mine is the larger . It is correct wi t h 
respect to ma gnitude in t he comparison of diamine wi t h gl ycol , 
the rotation of the diamine being higher. The configur a tions 
-7-
of the diamine enantiomorphs were assiened on the basis of 
the correctness of the hypothesis with regard to sign . In 
the case of the amino alcohols, the §'_y_thro isomer would be 
expected to have a very low rotation since the effects of 
amino and hydroxyl are opposed; the sign of this small rota-
tion should be that corresponding to the configuration about 
the carbon atom bearing the amino group. These conclusions 
are borne out by the small positive rota ti on of the 1-er_;yth_ro 
isomer. In the th_f~...Q isomer, on the other hand, the config-
urations about both carbons are the same, and the rotation 
would be expected to be of a somewhat larger magnitude than 
that of the corresponding glycol. This is indeed found to 
be the case, and the configurations of the threo-amino alco-
hol enantiomorphs were also assigned on the basis of the 
correctness of the hypothesis with regard to sign .* 
* The results of the present investigation suggest that 
t he configurat ions assigned by Read and Campbell to the 
isomeric 2-amino-1,2- diphenylethanols are incorrect(? ). 
They ass1rrned no invers ion in the opening of the oxide ring 
and assigned the er;y_tJ1ro configura tion to the amino alcohol 
obtained fror:i the meso- oxide. The same compound, terr:ied 
iso- 2-amtoQ- 1,2- diphenylethanol, wa s obtained by Weissberger 
and Bachl b J by reaction of meso-stilbene imine with water. 
In addition, of the pair o[-compounds obtained from the cis 
and trans oxides, that from the trall§. oxide had the higher 
melting point. All of the experimental facts here are con-
sistent with our results and on the basis of present know-
ledge the er;ythr_Q configuration should be assigned to the 
product from the trC!_!l§. oxide , 2-amino-1,2- diphenylethanol , 
m.p. 165°, and the t hreo configura tion to that from the~ 
oxide, iso-2-amino- 1,2- diphenylethanol, m.p. 130° . The 
correct nanes for these t wo compounds are therefore .§J'J'..!hT0-
2-amino-l, 2- diphenylethanol and threQ- 2-arnino- 1,2- diphenyl-
ethanol, respectively. 
- 8-
The Df?_ter..;,>nination of S~~cher~cal Pur_i_ty; 
.Hesolution of 121-2,3-Butanediamine 
The sterebche~ical purity of the compounds involved 
has been discussed previously(l). Add itional evidence of 
configurational purity was obtained by preparation of the 
meso i mine from t he 1(+)-tlg'_§.2. amino alcohol. The i mine 
so prepared had a rotation of+ 0.22°, compared to -103.8° 
for" the optically pure 1 imine. Since a lack of inversion 
in the closing of the ring would be expected to produce 
t he levorotatory 1 i mine the slight positive rotation obser-
ved should probably be attributed to the presence of a small 
percentage of the stereoisomeric er;ythro amino alcohol in the 
starting ma terial . Although it is possible t hat the effects 
of the two influences could partly cancel each other, this 
result demonstrates fa irly conclusively the near absence of 
both non-inverting ring closure and appreciable amounts of 
stereochemical impurities . 
Partial resolution of the DL diamine on a small scale 
was carried out during the first part of t he work, but the 
product obtained was not pure. The synthesis of the D~ 
diamine by an improved procedure and its compl ete resolu-
tion are described in the experimental section . 
-9-
Preparation of Deriv~tives 
Characterj.zation derivatives of all of the new compounds 
were prepared. In order tQ make comparisons of rotations 
throughout the entire seri es, acetyl and ,£-toluene sulfonyl 
derivatives were chosen, as these had already been prepared 
for the glycols( 2 ,B). In the case of the imines, attempted 
preparation of the tosyl derivatives in the usual way (tosyl 
chloride in pyridine) resulted in the formation of 3-chloro-
2-.Q-toluenesulfonoxybutanes. Apparently the imine ring had 
been opened by chloride ion in the course of the preparation. 
The yields were rather low, but the compounds were r eadily 
recrystallized and quite easy to purify. Attempts to prepare 
the acetyl derivative by direct reaction of the i mine with 
acetic anhydride were unsuccessful. It was learned later 
that this reaction had been investigated previously and found 
to lead to no single product. No more acetylations were at-
tempted; t he second derivatives chosen for the imines were 
the 3-chloro-2-benzenesulfonoxybutanes. These proved to 
have desirable properties similar to the anaJo gous tosyl 
compounds, but the yd.elds were again low. 
The derivatives which were prepared, together with their 
~elting points, optical rotations, and microanalyses, are 
listed in Tables I and I I. The relationships between the 
optical rotations of analogous nitrogen and oxygen compounds 
are f ound to follow the same general pattern as those betvveen 
the rotations of the compmmds thernsel ves. Thus the rotation 
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of the tosyl derivative of t he active diamine, ~-2,3-di -n­
toluenesulfonamidobutane, is -70 . 3° coo pared to +]7.2° for 
the tosyl derivative of the Q-glycol, Q-2,3 - di-n-toluene-
sulfonoxybutane(B). The rotation of the ditosyl derivative 
of g - t Jff§.Q.-3 - amino-2-butanol, n- ·mr_~g--3-n-toluenesulfonamido -
2-n- toluenesulfonoxybutane, is +42.5°, intermediate between 
those of the corresponding glycol and diamine derivatives given 
above . The rotation of the _!:- er_ythro - 3-12-toluenesulfonami do -
2-12- toluenesulfonoxybutane is only - 7 . 14° and is t hus consi -
derably smaller in magnitude than tha t of the thr_eq isomer 
and of t he opposite sign as expected for the e ~_y~hl:Q. isomer . 
Similarly, the rotations of the diacetyl derivatives 
increase in magnitude in the saDe order: glycol , threo-amino 
alcohol, and diamine, the values being +13 . 7°, +35. 0° and 
-56.8° for g - 2,3- acetoxybutane , Q-threo-3 - acetamido-2-acetoxy-
butane, and ~-2,3-diacetamidobutane, res pectively. The single 
partial inconsistency in t his general scheme is t he rather 
high rotation of the acetyl derivative of the er~thro amino 
alcohol. The rotation of t he ~-derivative, - 33 . 0°, does have 
the expected ne gative sign, but i t is ne arly as large in 
magnitude as t hat of the acetyl derivative of t he threo isomer . 
The unexpectedly high rotation of the acetyl derivative 
of the erythro amino alcohol is still less in magnitude than 
that of the thr~ isomer . Therefore all of the relationships 
pointed out between the rotations of t he derivatives represent 
confirming evidence of the assi gned configurations. 
-15-
Attempted Reduction of ~(-)-2,3-Dimethyl-
---- ----- -- -------
The recent work of Brewster, Hughes, Ingold, et. al~ l3) 
determines the configurational relationships between the 
carbohydrates and the amino acids. Their paper appeared 
during the course of the present work, which had as its 
object the determination of the configuration of s-butyl 
amine. If this were achieved, essentially the same result 
would have been accomplished. 
Lithium aluminum hydride was chosen as the reducing 
agent because it has been found to reduce epoxides satis-
factorily and the stereochemistry of the reduction is knovm( 9 ,10~ 
However, the attempted reduction of the imine failed com-
pletely under ordinary conditions. Even when the conditions 
were made quite severe the original imine was still recovered 
largely unchanged .. 
Structural comparison of the imine with epoxides indi-
cates a single important difference upon which to base a 
reasonable explanation of this failure: the presence of the 
acid hydrogen on the imine ring. This could be expected to 
react with the lithium aluminum hydride to produce a salt-like 
compound with positively charged lithium and negatively 
charged nitrogen. It has been fairly well established that 
the reduction takes place by negatively charged aluminohydride 
ions of some sort(lO); the presence of the negative charge 
on the imine nitrogen would undoubtedly lower the reactivity 
of the compound in the hydride reduction. As is often the 
-16-
case, quantitative prediction of the result would undoubt-
edly be quite difficult, but a satisfactory qua,li.ta ti ve · 
explanation has been provided. 
meso-2, 3-Dimethylethyleneimine from J;( •) -threo-3- An:iino-
2-butanol. - A solution of 4.4 g . (0.05 moles) of the amino 
alcohol was neutralized to a methyl orange end point with a 
measured volume of 50% aqueous sulfuric acid, and then an 
equal volume of the acid was added in excess. This solution 
was evaporated on a steam bath at 15-20 mm. until a solid 
lump remained (8 hours). The yield in this intermediate 
step was not determined, since it had been found in previous 
preparations to be nearly quantitative. To a cooled solution 
6f the solid sulfate in 20 ml. of water was added slowly, 
with further cooling, a cold solution of 10 g. (0.18 moles) 
of potassium hydroxide in 10 g. of water. The mixture was 
then placed in a distilling apparatus and warmed slowly. At 
about 80° a white precipitate of potassium sulfate appeared. 
Distillation began at 85° and was continued to 100°. The 
imine was salted out of the distillate with potassium hydro-
xide and dried over the same reagent. The crude dry product 
weighed 2.14 g. and was fractionated in a semi-micro apparatus; 
the total weight of the distillate was i.57 g., 48% yield. 
Other preparations on a larger scale gave much higher yields. 
* Microanalyses were by A. Elek . Physical data not 
given here will be found in Tables l and n. All rnel ting 
points and boiling points are corrected. 
-17-
l'he first fraction, b.p. 83.30-84.2° at 746 mm., 0.46 g., 
had nfi5 l .4188 , o< n5 ... 0.35° (undiluted); the second, b.p. 
0 25 25 84.2-84.4 at 746 mm., 1.11 g., had nD 1.4177,°'n + 0.16 
(undiluted) . The average rotation of +0.22° indicates a 
contamination by active imine to the extent of about 0.2 
percent. 
DL-2,3-Butanediamine. - The method of preparation was 
_,_. 11 t' t . b Cl f . ·1 d (11) essent...ia .. y na given y app or s1m1 ar compoun s • 
The reaction vessels vvere war - surplus stainless steel oxy-
gen bail- out cylinders having a capacity of 320 ml. The 
imine and ammonimn chloride were placed in the cylinder 
which was then cooled in dry ice and evacuated to a pressure 
of a few mm. The amrnonia wa s introduced by connecting the 
reaction cylinder through small copper tubing to an ordinary 
ammonia t ank and keeping the small cylinder in dry ice. About 
half an hour wa s required to introduce 100 g. of ammonia 
into the cylinder. The reaction was carried out with 20.l g. 
(0.29 i:i.oles) of ~-2,3-dimethylethyleneimine, 1.59 g. 
(0.06 moles) of ammonium chloride, and approximately 210 g. 
(12 moles) of a~nonia, divided between two cylinders. Heating 
was at 100° C. for 56 hours. The bombs were cooled and opened. 
The slightly rust-colored reaction miKture ( in this respect 
the stainless steel tanks are far superior to the monel metal 
containers used in the earlier part of the work, which gave 
very dark reaction mixtures containine; nuch solid material) 
was poured into a cold flask and allowed to evaporate through 
a condenser kept at -100 C. to prevent escape of unreacted 
-18-
i mine. 'I'he remaining material was distilled rapi dly at 60 IIlI'.l. 
and t hen fractionated. About 5 g ., 255~ yield, of imine, 
b.p. 83-86°; 2.2 g. of an intermediate fraction; and 8.5 g., 
30;~ yield, of Dl~-diarnine boiling at 58 . 8-61. 8° (all boiling 
points at 60 :o..r.:J.. ) were obtained. 'l'he oater5.al rena ining in 
the pot, about 2 g., was probabl y largely polymer ic. The 
yield could probably have been improved slight l y by deco~-
posing the solid residue from t he first distillation with 
base. 
He solutj_on of PJ.:-2 ,3-Butanediamine. - 'The acid tartrate 
of t he DI~-diamine wa s prepared by adding to a wa r m solution 
of 20.47 g. (0.1364 moles) of ( •)-tar t aric acid in 450 ml. 
of absolute ethanol and 250 ml. of water 6.0 £e (0.68 moles) 
of PJ.:.-2,]-butanediamine dissolved in 50 n l. of absolute 
ethanol. Aft er standing overni gh t the mixture was filt ered 
and the rosette-shaped crystals ·were dried in vacuum over 
calciur::i. chloride. The dry weigh t wa s 14. 00 g . so that the 
solubility in t his solvent (ethanol-water 2:1) was 1.55 g./ 
100 ul . A 5;; solution of t he solid in rmter had o< E5 +O. 95° e 
After five recrys tallizations frou t he saue solvent, 6.85 g . 
of mater ial were obtained l1avin ; a constant so l ubility of 
0.40 g./100 ml. and a rota.tion o< f}5 t- 0.89° under the same con-
ditions as before. By reworking the mother liquors another 
3.0 g. of materia l having the sane solubility was obtained; 
. ld Cl 0 ,..., 740:' yi e _ , ; • o ::; g • , ;J. 
As a further check on the completeness of resolution 
of the acid tartrate, 0.02 g. were dissolved in a few drops of 
-19-
warm water and several pellets of potassium hydroxide were 
added with external cooling. The diamine separated as an 
UJJl)er layer a.nd was dissolved by adding dry benzene and 
stirring gently; the aqueous layer was not extracted with 
the benzene. The benzene solution was filtered and had 
°' :55+o. 82 ,[o<J~5c- 28. 8°. The concentration of d i amine 
( 0.0284 g. / ml. ) was determined by passing dry hydrogen 
chloride in 1.00 ml. of the benzene solution and weighing 
tr~e precipitated dihydrochl oride (0.0520 g. ) .. 
One gram of the acid tartrate salt was then recrystal-
lized fro~ 20 ml. of the sa~e solvent and the same measure-
8ent was repeated on the recrystallized material. The solu-
tion of the d ian.ine (0.0266 g. / rnl. ) in benzene had °' n5.,.o. 78°, 
(oe]~5 ... 29.3° (wei ght of di.hydrochloride frol"l 1 ml. of solution, 
0.0486 g.)" 
The recovery of the active diamine froM the acid tartrate 
i:rnl t was carried out in the so.me 1;1ay. The benzene solution 
vms fi rst distilled through a s r·.mll Vigreaux column to rerJove 
the benzene-water azeotrop~. The last of t he benzene was re-
moved at 120 r'.lr:l. and finally at 60 nm. through a small semi-
micro column, and the diamine wa s dis tilled t hrough the saE1e 
column at the latter pressureo From 4 g. of salt were obtain-
c -· d . . ' i:'7 5JQO 2 5 1 L146 ed about 0.3:; g. , 40;~. yield, of .iamine, o.p. J - u , .D-D -·• r . 2, 
25 30 D 29e4 • The high refractive index may have been due to 
the presence of some benzene; because of the s mall amount of 
mater i al obtained fractionation may not have been quite com-
plete. 
-20-
The tartrate salt of the other enantiomorph of the di-
aLline, obtained by evaporation of t he ~other liquors, Das 
deco;11posed with ba s e . 'l'he diamine thus obtaj_ned had o( ~5-11. 43° . 
Furt~er resolution of t his material was attenp ted by prepara-
tion of t ll e acid :11alate salt ( with ( -!-) ;:mlic acid). This 
rw. terial was very gumuy and only a small portion of it could 
be induced to crysta llize; the atteLlp ted resolution of the 
other enantj_omorph was a bandoned at t his stage. 
_D~-thre o.:. .3-12-'I' ol uene sul f onaFJ i do-2-n-tol uene sulf onoxybu tane s. 
- To a solution of 0. 39 c. ( 0 .10 r10les) o..0 Dir_"t_hD?_Q-3-a:.'lino-2-
butanol in 6 ~1. of pyrid ine were added slowly, with cooling 
and shaking, 4.0 g. of 2-toluenesulfonyl chloride. Af ter 
about an hour the solution was filled wi th crysta ls of -:JVri-J: ~/ 
dine hydrochlor ide and wa s allowed to stand overnight. 'l'he 
solution was neutralized vi i t h 10 :111. of G H hyd rochloric a cid, 
the resulting yellow precipitate removed by filtration , and 
the aCJueous s olution extracted v:Ji th ben zene. 'l'he DL-threo-
= ---
3-~-toluenesulfonamido-2~Q-toluenesulfonoxyb11 tane was recry-
stal l ized from benzene- ligroin, giving after on e recrystalli-
t ' 2 Q 8 7 2 C; ' ' 1 ' n ~ ~ ' 1 ' t d 1 za ion . u g., 1o Jle a , or neaJ. J_y wni e n e e . es. Si x re-
crystallizations were req u ired f or constant ~e lting point. 
~i.'be ~-tllTBQ isomer pre po.I" ed. fro :"J g ( - ) -tl:g:QQ- 3-a:nino-2-butanol 
had ( °']£ 5 t-42. 5° ( c = 0. 0'792, o'-. = ,, . .3.] 7°, bv tan.one ) • The 1-
,...,. I ~ L ,/ v - A(:-' '\ - I J fl 1-.- t- r..' 0 
[ ] ~~ n 0 LJ.(,. o( l.J -7 . 1 4 ( C - 0. u ,,G C , cX - -C . Lr.._.1 , ,..JLhc.< 1lOn...., ). 
-21-
Dl;-111.f_E?..Q-3-Acetm:iido-2-acc to:xybu tane. - To a solution 
of 0.45 g. ( 0.0050 moles ) of DL-threo-~-amino-2-butanol in 
= --------- -
1.2 ml. of pyridine were added dropwise , with cooling , 1.53 g. 
(0.015 noles) of acetic anhydride. After standing overnight 
the mi xture was placed in a vacuum desiccator over sulfuric 
I 
acid and potass ium hydroxide. After about ten days 0.82 g., 
94~ yield, of dry white needles remained. Const ant melting 
point was reached after two recrystalJ.izations from benzene-
ligroin. '.l.1he Q-th:i;'_~o-3-aceta:nideo-2-acetoxybutane prepared 
from ~(-)-tht,§..Q-3-ai:Jino-2-butanol had[o< Jfj5 •35.0° (c = 0.0503, 
o{ = 1. 76°, butanone). J:'he 1-er;z:thro isomer prepared from 
L(+)-eryj;].l[..Q-3-amino-2-butanol hacfo<]~5 -33.0° (c = 0.0500, 
o!. = -1.65~ butanone). It was found necessnry to carry out 
the final re~rysta llizations of both optically active isomers 
in ettyl ether, preparing the solution at room temperature and 
cooling in dry ice to effect crystallization. 
3-Chloro-2-2-toluenesulfonamidobutanes. - To a cooled 
solution of 0.35 ~· (0.005 moles) of 1(- ) -2,3-dimethylethylene-
imine in 3 ml. of pyridine were added dropwise 1. 0 g. ( 0. 005 
mo les) of R-toluenesulfonyl chloride dissolved in 2 ml. of 
pyridine. After standing for three days the solution was 
evaporated in vacuum to 3 ml. and 10 ml. of benzene were added. 
The two-phase mixture was shaken with 25 ml. of 1 N hydro-
chloric acid which was then extracted after separation from 
the aqueous phase wi th another 10 rnl. of benzene. Vacuum 
evaporation of the dried benzene extracts gave 0.30 g., 21% 
-22-
yield, of white needles crystal lizing in rosette patterns. 
Three recrystallizations from isopropyl ether were required 
to reach constant me lting point. The P.,-erxhhrq-3-chloro-2-
E- toluenesu lfonamidobutane t hus obtained had[ o< JS5 -23.6° 
Cc = 0.0500, o< = 1 .18°, butanone) . The D1=-.:tfil_<?O isomer was 
prepared similarly from lli§..§..Q-2, 3-dimeth;7leneimine. 
3-Chloro-2-benzenesulfonamidobutanes. - The reaction was 
carried out in exactly the same way as for the tosyl deriva-
tive except that the reaction mi xture was allowed to stand a 
week before being worked up . The crystals were simi lar to 
t hose of the tos yl derivative but soaller. The~eld of D-
erythr_Q-3 - chloro-2-benzenesulfonaril idobutane from 1( - )-2 ,.3-
dimethylethyleneir:1ine was 0.22 g., 18~'b, [o<J.f55 -24.8° (c = 0 . 0400 , 
ol. = - 0.99°, butanone). I t was f ound to be too soluble in 
isopropyl ether and so was recrys t allized fron peptane. Con-
stant melting point ·was reached after three recrystallizations. 
The ~-threo isor'l.e r was prepared similarly fro m i:1eso- 2 ,3 - di-
methylethyleneimine. 
2,3-Di-n-toluenesulfonamidobutanes . - The reaction was 
carried out as for the amino alcohols, using 0 . 44 g. (0.0050 
moles) of me_~q-2,3-butanediamihe. The original product was 
quite yellow, but after two recrystallizations from isopropyl 
ether 0.74 g., 37% yield, of colorless crystals of mesq-2,3 -
di -n-toluenesulfonamidobutane were obtained. Four more re-
rirystallizations were required to reach constant melting point . 
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The DL, isomer vras prepared similarly from ~-2, 3-butanediar.:iine. 
The I: isomer, prepared from .Jd(t-)-2,3-butanediamine,had(o<Jfi5 
-70.3° (c = 0.0298, c(. = -2.09°, butanone). 
2,3-Diacetamidobutanes. - To a cooled solution of 0.44 g. 
co.005 moles) of me_§_Q-2,3-butanediamine in 2 ml. of pyridine 
were added dropwise 1.53 g. (0.015 moles) of acetic anhydride. 
A white precipitate appeared as the anhydride was added. 'rhe 
whole was placed in a vacuum desiccator over sulfuric acid and 
potassium hydroxide and the liquid was allowed to evaporate. 
The resulting iNhi te needle-like crystals of .ill§.§_Q-2, 3-diacet-
amidobutane weighed 0.86 g., 100% yield. The material was 
recrystal lized from acetone, although the temperature co-
efficient of solubility was not as hiEh as might be desired. 
Constant melting point was reached after four recrystalliza-
tions. 'rhe p1 isomer was prepared in the same way from P..1.-2, 3-
diacetamidobutane. The L isomer prepared from ~(•)-2, 3 -
butanediamine had[o<],55 -56.8° (c = 0.0095, o< = -0.54°, butanone). 
Hydration of meJJ o-2,3-Dimethylethyleneimine and Identifi-
cation of the Product. - To 50 ml. of 1 IT sulfuric acid were 
added 1.42 g. (0.02 moles) of ~-1,2-dimethylethyleneimine. 
After twenty days standing at room temperature some imine odor 
could still be detected. The solution was made basic with 305; 
sodium hydroxide solution and distilled to dryness. The dis-
tillate was then distilled through a semimicro column. A 
first cut, approximately 0 .5 ml., b.p. 90-97°, was probably 
largely unreacted imine. The remaining material was distilled 
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to dryness at 80 mm. and the distillate titrated with hydro-
chloric acid to a methyl red end point. The amount of acid 
required was 0.00991 moles (9.20 ml. of 1.078 H HCl), indi-
cating approximately 50;~ yield of amino alcohol. 'Ehe solu-
tion was evaporated almost to dryness, care being taken to 
avoid excessive heating. The resulting yellow· syrup was 
dried in vacuum over sulfuric acid. This crude hydrochloride 
was dissolved in about 5 ml. of methanol and a solution of 0.23 
g. of sodi mn in a bout 5 ml. of methanol was added. The result-
ing precipitate of sodium chloride was removed by filtration 
and the solution was then distilled through a semi-micro 
column. The last fraction, about O. 5 ml., had b.p. ca. 70° 
2r:; 
at 20 mm. and ~D.1 1.4441. 
A small amount of this material was converted to the 
ditosyl derivati:ve, and the derivative was recrystallized 
three times from benzene•ligroin! It had m.p. 126.1-126.9°, 
mixed melting point 126.2-127.0° with the ditosyl derivative, 
m.p. 125.7-126.7°, of D~-thre..Q-3-amino-2-butanol, the ammona-
tion product of mes_Q-2,3-epoxybutane, The product of the 
aqueous imine hydrolysis vms thus reasonably pure th:r~_Q 
isomer. Had any erythrq, isomer been present it would have 
been concentrated in the last fraction, since its boiling 
point is slightly higher. 
D~-er;z_t._l_g'..Q-3-amino-2-butanol. - The method of prepara-
tion was the same as that used by Dickey for 1 .§..£..Ythro isomer(l~ 
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fro~ 15.5 g. (0.25 moles) of DL- 2,3- epoxybutane were obta ined 
n 40 8& · ld o . 1 g., 3 p yie , of DL-erythro-3-amino-2-butanol. The 
product had b.p. 76.0-77.4° at 20 rfiln., m.p. 43.0-44.8°, 
_!].~5 1.4485, g_24 0.9447 (supercooled). 
1(-)-2,3-Dimethylethyleneimine. - This compound was pre-
pared as described in the experimental section p.bove · for 
the ]l_~..Q imine. From 18 g. (0.127 moles ) of J:Ct-)-e.rx_t:hro-3-
amino- 2 .. -butyl hydrogen sulfate were obtained 7.96 g., 95% 
yield, of 1(-)-2,3-dimethylethyleneimine, b.p. 74.7-75.70 at 
746 mm., ~~51.4076, [oc]~5 -103.8° (c = 0.002218?°' = -2.29~ 
.rr-heptane). 
Attempted Reductions of ~ ( -)-2,3-Dimethyleneimine with 
Lithium Aluminum Hydride. - In a 200 ml. 3-neck flask fitted 
with a reflux condenser, dropping funnel, and sealed stirrer 
wBre placed 40 ml. of dry ether and 2.0 g. (0.50 moles, 100% 
excess) of lithium aluminum hydride. The condenser was closed 
with a drying tube filled v!Ji th calciurn chloride and soda lime 
and the mixture was refluxed with occasional stirring for 
three hours to effect solution of the hydride. The solution 
was allowed to come to room temperature and 3.5 g. (0.05 moles) 
of imine vvere added from the dropping funnel with vigorous 
stirring. The addition required about half an hour, since it 
was accompanied by rapid evolution of hydrogen. The solution 
was refluxed for three hours after the addition was complete. 
Then the excess hydride was destroyed by dropwise addition of 
water with stirring and cooling of t he reaction flask in an 
ice bath. Then excess 20% sulfuric acid was added and the 
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phases were separated. The aqueous phase was made basic 
wi t h sodium hydroxide. The resul ting gelatinous mixture 
was distilled until the boiling point reached 98°. The 
product was salted out of the distillate with potassium 
hydr oxide, dried over additional potassium hydroxide, and 
distilled through a semimicro column. About 2.8 g. of mater-
ial boiling at 74- 75° were obtained . It had n25 1.4047 , 
-D 
r~JB5 -103.29 (c = 1.618 , &>( = -1.67 : n-heptane )o The appro-
priate constants for 11-butyl amine are b.p. 63°, g16 ·7n 1.39051, 
r _,,)20D 7. 4° ( 12}. ·\ 1 ·"' d . t . 11 d b t 1 . L- h samp e oi re is l e ~-~u y amine 
(E .K. white label) had n55i.3903, Thus the mater ial recovered 
was probably mo stly irnine . 
The attempted reduction was repeated under more vigorous 
conditions . The procedure was the same as before, using 
4.9 g. (0 ~ 07 moles) of the same imine and 3.8 g. (0.10 moles, 
1355b excess) of lithium aluminum hydride. The solvent was 
tetrahydrofuran, and the reaction mi xture was refluxed for 
five hours after addition of the i mine. The reaction of water 
with excess hydride at t he conclusion of the reaction vms 
deceptively slow at first and vvhen there was no significant 
reaction for several minutes following the a ddition of t h e 
first few drops of water another mle of wa t er was added drop-
wise. The who le reaction mixture bec ame hot and part of it 
·was blovm out of the f las k. The remainder ·was worked up as 
before exce pt that the water-soluble tetrahydrofuran wa s re-
moved by fr actional distillation before addi n g base. About 
0...2 g. of material were obtained, b.p. approximately 730, 
EB 5 l . 4o60,(«]~ 5 ;.;; 84 •. 6..° Cc .. 0.0117, o( = 0.99°, ,D- heptane )e 
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AX :s:~P3JLilllr~:' fi.I, rr~S 'i' OF KL1I0JOOD I 3 'i.'HEORY 
OF OP'.2ICAL HO'J.:'ATOi=tY POWEH 
KtI_~, s Theory of Optical Rotato:r_x Power; 
the Choice of~ Comnounds for ..§11 Ex12erimental 
Kirkwood and \Vood have recently applied Kirkwood 1 s 
theory of optical rotatory power to the calculation of the 
optical rotation of several or ganic compounds(l). Before 
the considerations governing the choice of these compounds 
and the preparation of one of them are discussed the theory 
itself will be reviewed briefly. 
In many theoretical treatments of the macroscopic phy-
sical properties of matter a convenient division of the pro-
blem into two par ts is made. One part concerns itself with 
t he properties of the molecules themselves such ~s their 
polarizabil ity or intermolecular potential energy. The other 
considers the necessary nolecular properties as given, and 
concerns itself with the expression of the macroscopic pro-
perties in terms of molecular parameters. The first part is 
t;enera l ly quantum mechanical in character, while the second 
is often a statistical mechanical theory. The complete theory 
of optical rotatory power can be divided i~ t his way into a 
quantmn me chanica l t heory of t he effect of radiation on a 
single mo lecule and a statistical mechanical theory of the 
observed optical rotation in terms of molecular parameters. 
In order to ascertain the form of t he mo lecular para-
neters it is appropriate to consider fi r st t he microscopic 
problem, that is, the quantum :mechanical calculation of the 
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electric and ma gnetic moments induced in a molecule by a 
varying electromagnetic field. The calculation of the in-
ducecl mo:21ents is forr'lulated as a tirne-dependent perturbation 
problem. The unperturbed system is taken to be the molecule 
in the absence of external fields. The perturbing field is 
then taken to be that associated with the electromagnetic 
radiation incident on the molecule. Since the wave length 
of visible light is of the order of a thousand times mole-
~ular dimensions the field is in first approximation the same 
at all positions in space within the molecule at any given 
instant of time. In the caltulation of optical rotatory 
power, however, this approximation is not justified, since 
the expression for the induced moment is found to be inde pen-
dent of t he symmetry properties of the molecule. When the 
space variation of the field over the dirnensibns of the mole-
cule is taken into account the induced moments are found to 
exhibit a small dependence on t he time derivatives of the 
field, and the proportionality constant of t h is dependence 
is found to he.ve the desired symmetry properties. With suj_ t-
able simplifica tions thB perturbation treatment gives for the 
induced moments (after averaging over all spatial orientations 
( 1 2) 
of the molecule) _, : 
( 1) 
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~ """' Here P on and D\ 10 are tlle matrix elerJE:mts of the electric 
and magnetj_c moment operators vli th the unperturbed vrave 
functions of the :'nolecule, V is the frequency of the inci-
dent radiation, and h i no is the energy of the nth unperturbed 
state. The quantity o< is the ordinary polarizability; neither 
o( nor (3 makes any contribution to the rotatory power. The 
-l 
electric r~1o r:1ent operator )A is a vector, being given by 
?==eL ~ c2 ) 
,· 
where e is the electronic charee ar1c1 ..... r 1 is the position 
vector of electron i and the sum extends over all electrons 
of the molecule. The Ma gnetic moment operator ~ is given by 
(3) 
wr:ere ill is the electron r:mss and Pi =-:- ,i.h "\;{ is t he r:ionent1J.m 
, , 
operator for electron 1· The product ,M0 n·mn0 is therefore 
essentially a triple vector product and is t hus a pseudo-
scalar quantity, which changes sign when t he coordina te sys-
tem :Ls reflected. In a sys te'.:1 having a plane of symmetry it 
1mst t herefore be zero. ~ence t he parameter g does have the 
properties required of a quantity measuring optical activity$ 
Consideration of the form of the moments induced by a 
plane wave serves to clarify to some extent the details of 
the rotatory process. As a consequence of one of ?1axwell 1 s 
equa ".:;ions, 
v x £ =-+9 ( 4) 
equation (1) for the induced electric 11oment say be written 
in the £.'orm 
( r::;) 
' ,/ 
-C1'he termpH has been omitted since :Lt ::'calms no contribution 
to the rotatory poTier.) A plane wave at a point g, being 
propagated in tte z-direction and having an amplitude E0 in 
the x-direction may be written 
(6) 
1•1 1 1E~T·e ") J. s the r"rec1,1er1cv "'l'1C1 ' _-·L,~ . ~ ........ ..,_. · V ... _ _.. :t. v .. ·-· J c..;;._-\. r\ -- the wavelength; 
~ 
and k are unit vectors along the x 9 y, and z-axes, respec-
_.. 
tively. ~hen curl E becomes 
(7) 
'I'he induced ~no 1~1ent is then 
(R) 
,.,L (~) E -:"' . ("' r.;:) 
T j ). 0 j J I fl;/." Vt-~
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whi ch ~ay bo ~ritten in the form 
_ _. 
)1:: (o<-(¥1JJ9/) £0 fco$:111(~t-lf) 
( 9 ) 
The first t ern is directly proportional to the electric 
field, Dhi le t he second has two orthogonal conponents 90° 
out of phase , characteristic of circul ar polariz~tion. This 
po.rt of the induced nor:1ont thus erJi ts a circ-u l ar l y po l arized 
vmve whose dire ction of 1;olarizat i on depends on t he sir;n of 
_g. The net resul t is a snall difference bet·ween the r efrac-
tive indices for the t wo circularly polarized components of 
a plane polarized wave traversing the medium. 
The calculation of this diffe r ence is t he object of the 
statistica l mechanical theory(l). The contributions of the 
monents induced in all the mole cules of the system to the 
fie ld at a given point in space are averaged over the phase 
space of the system. The resulting field is taken to be the 
field u~:;ed in the calct.J_la.tion of the 5-nduced Elonent of a 
molecule at the point . Since the molecular velocities are 
small compared to tha t of light the fields arising from 
r1olecular ,.1otio:'ls as · such are net: l.ected 9 and the averages 
are taken over the confisuration space of t he system. Vith 
a:'.) ]Yroprio. te asslE'.lpt:i.ons and s irnplifica tion.s the result for 
equo.tion ( 5) for the rao;1en-:: i nduced in n sinc;le uo locule : 
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-f ( 10) 
v1here o< is t~rn n o1ecu lar polnrizi b~tli ty? n is the nunber 
density, a.nd Q is tr.e ref11 acti ve index of the r1edium. The 
polarization can be described as a plane wave propagated in 
the z-direction and having the sar:1e frequency, ~ , as the 
incident radiation. ( The staU_stical mecblni c a l theory sho-i:1s 
that this resu lt is correct to Yvi thin tE;r:Js of order ("~t 
Tihero ~ is the distance fron the ce~t er of tho n olecule to 
the point nhero (~(t)-1) no longer nokes a significant contri-
bution to the integrals ih r/hich it occurs. Eere g is the 
radial cUstribution function; _Q is tllen of the order of several 
uole cnlar dianeters, a distance still considerably less than 
the ~avclength of the light used.) Dhen equat ion ( /0 ) is 
-solved for P it :Ls found that 
... ..a. fl,/~'( =±fah ~rr{vt- n~r) ( 11) 
and that t here are two solu tion s for Q, depending on the sign 
chosen hore. With the positive sign 
-f = Po [ l CO$ 0111('/t- "1i) +-1S1n;zli('lt- ,..,;:;') 1 (12) 
and with t he negative sign 
""' -~ f = f,[{cos .2n-(v t- "1·~ -Js i h ;zTT('Jt- "1{·r )] c 13) 
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~here n1 and Ilr' the t~o solutions for n, are given in terMs 
Of the ~ a~n ~e~~ 9 c~1·ve indev 11 .J ... l ~ .. , '-.:::: C ..... 1 • l ..._ - C.f.. LI ,, -- - • ~ 'J.. ei •• 
' -o ' by 
h _ h _ 16 i7a 9 _n .... !._+-_OJ._ I ,.- A 3 
I +8 TTJl D(' J3 
n a. ::: ------
" 1-'llTN o( /3 
-.II. 
(14) 
It can be seen t~at t he solutions for P correspond to right 
and left circul3rl:r yiolc:irized li1;l1t and t':':at .Dr and n1 are 
t he corresponding refractive i~diccs. 
The observed optical rotation is related to the differ-
ence in the two refractive indices by the well-known Fresnel 
formula for the rotation of the plane of polarizat ion per 
centimeter of path length ( ~ in centimeters) 
( 15) 
The final resu.l t for the specific rotation [ o<] (in degrees/ 
de ciueter ) is then 
[ o<] nf+-2 3 s ( 16) 
where R is Avagadro's mmbor and tl is t~e mole cular wei ght. 
For the sodil.1211 ~ line t h j_s becomes 
( 1'7) 
if _g , Y1hich has di::11ensions of length to the fourth power, 
is co:nputed with the angstrom as the unit of length. 
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In principle, then, the problen is solved. However, so 
little is known about molecular wave functions at the present 
time that direct calculation of the matrix eleoents is out 
of the question. Kirkwood's approach to this problem invol-
ves a perturba tion calculation of appropriate wave functions 
in terra s of certain ;_i11perturbed v1ave i\mct · ons satisfactory 
for :nost molecules and concerning which no specific inforna-
tion is required(3). 
:t:is treatrien t 1;J egins by basing t he unperturbed vm.ve 
fun ctions on a division of the molecule into groups. In an 
organic molecule the groups would be the usual organic substi-
tuents: alkyl, halo gen, hydroxyl, phenyl , etc. The unperturbed 
wave func tion for the molecule is taken to be the produc t of 
those for the separa te groups. The 'Nave function for each 
group is tnlrnn to be that ciescribing the group when it is un-
affected by any external influences; s pec ifically, when it is 
unaffe cted by electrostatic fields arising froo other groups 
in the molecule. The perturbing f ield is then ta ken to be 
that representing dipole-dipole electrostatic interactions 
betnecn pairs of .;rouIJS, and t he ·wave fr1nctions to be used 
in the calcul ation of the matrix elecents in equation (1) are 
t hen obtained by the usua l perturbation methods. 
Since alr::1ost no information concerning the unperturbed 
·wave fvnction ·was taken into account, and since the perturbing 
potential involved the electrostatic group interactions, it 
is perhaps not too surprising that the final result should 
express _g_ in terrn.s of the properties of the groups vrhich deterrJine 
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t h is interaction, vi~., t heir pola rizability tensors and 
t he ir positions in space r e lative to ea ch other. The re -
sult for£ is (for group s havinc; an optical ax is of s ymnetry); 
N 
9° = T [ oti 13;, o<1c (JI( GiJc {k. (Ji~x~) 
i <Jc: I 
- _. R. = /?" - l?i 
I le (18) 
The symbol _g_ 0 is used since higher terms involving the i n trin-
sic activity of the groups and t he interactions of t he magne tic 
moment of one group vdth the electric moment of another have 
been neglected. As previously i mp lied, t he suJn extends over 
a set of intrinsically inactive groups into which the molecule 
is divided for t he purpose of calculat ion. The indices i and 
k refer to these groups, the re quiremen t i~ ~ indicating t ha t 
to any pair of grou~s there corresponds one and only one term 
~ 
i n the su2'.n . Her e R is t he vector distance frora t he center of 
-4 
mass of the molecule to the center of mnss of the group, b is 
t he unit vector a l ong the opt ica l s ymmetry axis of the group, 
and (3 is the anisotropy of t he polarizabili ty of the group. 
The quantities ~ and ~ are defined more precisely below. 
Since T· k is the electrical dipole-dipole interaction 
,,,,. i.~ 
tensor of groups 1 and .1;, each term in the sun1 corresponds 
to an electrical interaction of this type between one pair 
of groups. It should also be noted t ha t if the polarizability 
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of any group is isotropic then all terms containing quanti-
ties related to that group vanish since the value of ~ , the 
anisotropy of the polarizability, will then be zero. There 
is another 1Nay in which a term can vanish, vi_~ . , the vectors 
.... ..... -' 
composing the triple product (R1k 0 bi x bk) can all lie in the 
same plane. This will be the case if both groups have their 
optical axes of syrnne try along the bonds joining them to the 
central group,.§.• _g., two halogens bonded to an asymmetric 
carbon atom. (The polarizability t~nsor of each halogen would 
have the C-X bond as a symmetry axis.) 
In calculating _g0 for any given molecule it is neces s ary 
first of all to decide on an appropriate subdivision of the 
molecule into groups. The general considerations which guide 
us here are concerned with the approximations involved in the 
theory and the necessity of evaluating properly the values 
of the polarizability anisotropy for the different groups so 
chosen. The approximate representation of the group inter-
actions as dipole-dipole becomes more valid as the distance 
between the groups is increased. On the other hand the size 
and bonding of the groups must be such that the values of /j 
can be obtained from the available experimental data. Af ter 
the division into groups has been carried out the individua l 
terms in the sum r:iw.=.;t be evaluated. Inspection of the expres-
sion for _g 0 reveals t ha t there are four types of quantities 
required for each group: its mean polarizability d , its 
anisotropy ratio (3 , the direction of its optical sym::netry 
-' -" 
axis b, and its spatial position R. 
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7he quantities o< and (3 are precisely defined in terms 
of the polarizability tensor of the group . -If bi is the unit 
vector in t he direction of the optical axis of symnetry of 
the group then the polarizability tensor may be expressed in 
t he form 
where 
,,., _,/i) 
KU - ""'Z2 
o(. 
" 
(19) 
(20) 
{i.) 
o( II 
ti) 
and °'..z.~ being the components of <iJ ~ parallel and per-
_,.. 
pendicular to bi• 
The calculation of t he mean polarizabilities of the 
groups from available experimental data presents little diffi-
culty. They ar e given in terms of the ord i nary atomic refrac-
tions !s by 
3 \ li.) 
o(i == 'f 7TN L AS' 
> 
( 21) 
The determi nation of the anisotropies of the polarizabilities 
is somewhat more involved and has received considerable discus-
sion elsewhere (Kirkvmod (3) has listed va lues of o< and ~ for 
many of the conm.on groups of interest.) It is sufficient to 
state here t ha t these values are obtained from measur ements 
of the degree of depolarization of scattered light or of the 
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Kerr effect for appropriate molecules containing the group 
in question. The direction of the optical syometry axis, 
which partially defines the coordinate system in which the 
polarizability tensor is diagonal, can be determined from the 
knovm form and syrnI'letry of the groups. 
The determination of the geometry of the molecule may 
be quite difficult. The rotatory power of the molecule is not 
particularly sensitive to small changes in the ordinary bond 
aneles and distances, and the usual electron diffraction data 
provide this infornation with an accuracy greater than that 
required by the theory. It can be seen, however, that changes 
in internal conformation (from free or partially hindered rota-
tion about one or rnore single bonds in the uolecule) may bring 
about relatively large changes in the relative orientation of 
the groups and the distances between them. Since the expres-
3ion for g 0 , equation (18), contains the intergroup distances 
and vector products ·which depend markedly on the relative 
orientations of the groups, the calculated optical rotation 
is quite sensitive to changes of the usual magnitude in the 
internal conformation. 
If a comparison with experiment is to be made, the com-
pound must be capable of being resolved or of being synthe-
sized in an optically active form. Of the con.pounds suitable 
for theoretical calculation, there are a surprisingly small 
number f or which t h is is feasible. Both the requirements of 
the theory and difficulties in the techniques of synthetic 
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chemistry sharply limit the cl-:.oice of a suitable compound. 
The li~itations of t he theory arise largely from the t ype of 
data re quired. As was pointed out above, we are concerned 
with two general types of oole cular properties; the ge ometry 
of the molecule and the optical properties of the groups. In 
order that their opti6al properties be obtainable from the 
available data the groups must have an approximate axis of 
optical s yrr:Je try. This is strictly true for only a few groups. 
~.Iany are treated as approxim.?.-tely cylindrically symrn.etrica l : 
partially free-rotating methyl is assigned a symmetry axis 
along the bond joining it to the rest of the molecule; phenyl 
is considered to have a cylindrical axis of optical symmetry 
along the geome trical six-fold axis. The choi ce of groups, 
then, is first limited to those to Tihich the approximation of 
c;,rlindrical syI'.lcietry can be applied. Tlds choice is fur ther 
limited by the lack of much accurate da UJrfl for t he degree of 
depolarization of scattered light or the Kerr constant, from 
which the anisotropy ratio (3 is calculated. The number of 
groups for which the value of (J is known is thus a re la ti vely 
small one. 
The other type of limitation is connected with the dif-
ficulty of determining the internal conformation of the mole-
cule. ~sually, the situation is such t hat t he internal con-
formation is described by a continuous angular parame ter 0 
which specifies the relative angular positions of the groups 
at the two ends of the single bond about which free or par-
tially hindered internal rotation can occur. Information 
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a bout V(0), t he potential fun ction of internal conforua tion, 
can be ob t a ined f or t he s impl er ao lecules from electron dif-
fraction studies, the variation of the ~ ipole moment w~th 
temperature, or Ra~an and infra-red s pe ctra. For oolecules 
of any complexity there is considerable lmcertainty and the 
potential functions are usually known only qualitatively. 
When t his potential function is known the problen is solved, 
if the necessary optical data for t he groups are available, 
for then the optical rotation may be calculated as a function 
of 0, and an average taken over all conformations, using 
_ V(¢1 ( e ~ ) as the weighting function. Uncertainty in the 
calculat ed rotation due to lack of knowledge of V(0) arises 
only when the atoms at both ends of the s ingl e bond about 
which free rotation is possible carry groups ·which will make 
contributions to ~0 • (In practice, this means nearly every 
group but hydrogen; its polarizability and anisotropy are quite 
small and contributions from its interactions wi th other 
groups are usually ne glected.) 
It can be seen that t he complexity of t he calculations 
i ncr ease s ra pi dly 1:d t h t he nuober of groups that must be con-
sidered, particularly when the molecu l e contains more t han 
one single bond about which free or p01rtially hindered rota-
tion is possible. To the increased compl~xity of the calcu-
l ations i s added the difficulty of obtaining information about 
the potential of internal conforma tion, and in practice the 
application of the theory is limited to relatively simple 
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compmmds, preferably rigid ones. Vihon the theoretical li:r:1i t-
ation with respect to the complexity of the molecule is applied, 
the experimental difficulties arise lar gely from the character 
of the groups which can be treated by the theory. Such groups 
as hydroxyl introduce a serious difficul t y; although the hydro-
gen atom itself is considered to make a small contribution, 
its position deterr1 ines the direction of the optical syrnnetry 
axis of the hydroxyl group and thus markedly affects the cal-
culated value of the rotation. But this type of group offers 
a convenient reaction site wLich does not involve the asym-
metric center and makes the molecule m6re easily derivatized 
for resolut ion. Such groups as methyl and halogen, more 
aY'lenable to theoretical treatment, are relatively unreactive 
and offer no safe 11 handles" f or use in resolution. LToreover, 
the halogens participate in many reactions as neighboring 
groups, t hus confusing questions of optical purity and con-
fip~urational assii:_'nment. 
The nature of the experimental difficv.l ties encow1tered 
is illustrated by the case of optica lly active tre'.!11..§.-dichloro-
cyclopropane. The calculation of its optical rotation would 
be quite straight-forward, since no question of internal con-
formation is involved~ Presumably, monochlorocyclopropane 
has a plane of s;yrr.metry and is optically inactive; therefore 
the chlorine-ring interaction must be zero, and in the dichloro 
con.pound the entire contribution comes from the chlorine-
chlorine interaction. (Perturbations of the ring by the s~cond 
chlorine are expected to be small, and are neglectede) Thus 
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t his conp01:nd would seem to offer a good test of the theory. 
It has not been prepared, however.* 
Another source of difficulty for the synthetic chemist 
is the desirability of obtaining the configurational relation-
ships between the compounds for which calculations are made. 
If this is done it provides a test of the consistency of the 
theory, by comparing the experimental and theoretical rela-
tions hips between the signs of rota ti on of related co::1pounds. 
Furthermore, it is desirable that t he Q or~ configuration 
be assigned (Fischer convention), since the result regarding 
absolute configuration then applies to a laree body of com-
pounds already related to each othe r. 
The actual cho ice of the compounds for which the calcu-
lations ( l) were carried out represents a compromi se between 
the lb1i ta tions in both directions. The t-vvo coopounds chosen 
were 2,3-epoxybutane and 1,2-dichloropropane. '.2he 2,3 - epoxy-
butane had already been prepared and its relative configuration 
determined. Since it is a rigid molecule no questions of in-
tern.al conformation arj_se. 'l'he uncertainty in the calculations 
is due to the lack of knowledge of the optical properties of 
the carbon and oxygen ator;is bound in a three-membered ring of 
this type. 'I'hsse data 1V1rere obtained indirectly from the observed 
* The preparation and deteroination of configuration of 
t his coopound are lmder consideration by Dr. D. H. Deutsch(4; 
o.f this laboratory who has proposed a me t hod of synthesis based 
on active trans-cyclopropane-dicarboxylic acid, which would be 
resolved and made to m'ldergo a lI"Lmsdiecker reaction to form 
the dichloride. Its relative configuration might be determined 
by hydrogenolysis of the ring to give some active 1,2-dichloro-
propane, whose preparation is described here. 
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rotation of 1 ,2-epoxypropane, in which some of the same inter-
actions occur. The choice of 1,2-dichloropropane wa s made on 
a different basis. 'I'he optica lly active comp ound had not been 
prepared; the preparation had just been started when the cal-
cul a tions fo r it were co~pleted. ~ith re gard to the appli ca-
tion of the t heory, the t wo compo1mds cor;1plemented each other 
nicely. The 2,3 - epoxybutane presented no problem in internal 
conformation, but the theory could not be ap plied in a straight-
forward way since some of the optical data were not available. 
On the other hand, the application of the theory to 1,2-di-
chloropropane for a given internal conformat~on ( position of 
rotation about the 1,2-carbon-carbon bnnd) was quite straight-
forward and satisfactory; the difficulty lay in the deter mina-
tion of the potential of internal conforma tion. Interpretation 
of electron diffraction data and of the variation of the dipole 
moment with tempe rature provided sufficient knowled ge of the 
potential function to allow an unambi guous prediction of the 
rotatory power. lieasurement of t he variat ion of the optical 
rotation with te:-:;iperature (after the optica lly active form was 
obta ined) ·was also found to provide informat ion useful in this 
connection. 
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CorGP.ari~oq of .Til_eor_§ti_c..§ll ancl l?_Jf1L8rim~p tal Wdl?:..~ f..91: the 
0Dtical Hgt a t_:h.g_l].S of 2 ,.l-:::~-o~yjJ_\!:.t::'1nq and ~-Dichl_orc;mr9y~; 
In order to provide a proper background for the corapari-
son of the theoretical and experinental results we shall first 
review briefly the calculation of the optical ro t ations of 
both of the comp01 ... mds considered .* The methods of determining 
the polarizability ()(. and its anisotropy (3 have been discus-
sed in the previous section. 7he values used in the calcula-
tions described below are given in Table I. 
We first apply equations (17) and (18) to the calculation 
of the optical rotatory povver of 2 ,3 - epoxybutane. The spatial 
model to which t he calculations a pply , the configurationally 
related 1,2-epoxypropane, and the corresponding Fischer pro-
j ection formulas are shown in Fig. 1. We first divide the 
molecule into Groups. We consider it to be composed of three 
groups: the three-member~d ring with its attached hydrogens, 
and the tv10 methyl groups.** 
* These calculations, whose description 2ompris~i ) pages 
45...60 of this section, were carried out by W. ". Wood • 
** vVe do not intend to imply by our terminology that the 
methyl-ring interaction must contribute only a single term to 
g0 • It is more correct and in keeping with the intent of the 
theory to consider it as being itself the srnn of three terms 
describing the interactions of the methyl group with the two 
carbons and oxygen of the ring, plus terms describing the 
interactions of the ring atoms with each other. (The slun of 
these latter terms describing interactions within the ring is 
probably small since the ring has a plane of symmetry in the 
absence of perturbing influences.) Thus the tt methyl- ri.ng inter-
action term" actually comprises a sv.m of terms and the termin-
ology is adopted for the sake of convenience; the optical pro-
perties of carbon and oxygen in such an environment are not 
sufficiently well known to allow separate calculation of these 
terms. 
Group 
CH 3 
CH 3 
Cl 
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TABLE I 
Values of the LTean Polarizabili ties, c:i<, 
and of the Anisotropy Ratios, r 
2.25 
2.35 
4.17 
o.31c 
o. 35b ,d 
o.34b,e 
o.33c,e 
b) Values obtained by Cabannes; see Landolt-Bernstein 
Physikalisch Qhemische Tabelleq, 5th ed., Eg. Il, p. 8~; 
Eg. III, p. 1204. 
c) Average of two values: H. A . Stuart, Hagd-_Wlct::~.Qhr­
hw::lL.d.e.r:_.G.hfilnis..cl:.!.e.xLJ:b~k-' Leipzig, 1939, 10 III, p. 27' 
and W. LI . Breazeale, J:hys. Rey. (2) 49, 625 IT93b). 
d) Stuart, Q.Q· cit. p. 27. 
e) Assu.rled to have an appro_x:Lma te axis of s yn1r1etry along 
the C-Cl bond. 
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H 
I 
~y-H 
0 H-t~ 
I 
~i'..: c·ucne 1 T-i'nant iono..,,-oh Of 2 ~-F' nox1·bu.J...al18 to 10J1r1 ~ c h t 1·1e 
.L -Lt:) .. .J., • ,l..:J - . ~.I. - .J.. .!.. ... .. ' _J ... ...J ..:"° h y ... Li I.. ... \ ,L ~ ..L .; - - - ... 
Co.lcu la tions A.}Jply , t he Confi cura tiono.1ly He l a t ed 1, 2-Epo:xy-
pro19ano, and t ho Correspond ing 2is cher Projectj_on For;:rmlci.s . 
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Three pairs can be chosen fro~ these groups and therefore 
three terms contribute to the rotatory :)ovrer: two repre-
senting the ~ethyl-ring inter~ctions, identical in both 
magnitude and sign; and one representing the methyl-methyl 
interaction. 
Having defined the number and t ype of terris in the slrn1 
by our division of the molecule into groups we proceed to 
the actual calculation. Since the molecule is a rigid one 
no questions of internal conformation arise and the known 
bond angles and distances(5) suffice for the determination 
- -4 ..... 
of bi, bk and Rik in each term. The values of ~ are obtain-
ed fro:n Table I. Values of ~ for the r.iethyl groups are 
also given in Table I, but no such value is available for 
the three-menbered ring or its component atoms as the neces-
sary experil:wntal dat.:m is lacking. 'l'hus we can calculate 
directly the term representing the methyl-methyl interaction, 
but not those representing the methyl-ring interactionse 
- ' 
We are thus foreed to resort to a quasi-empirical evalu-
ation of these terms. To this end we consider the configura-
tionally related 1,2-epoxypropane molecule, s hown in Fig. 1. 
If we make an analogous division into groups, we arrive at 
the follov1ing result: the me t hyl group, the three-membered 
ring together with the two hydrogens chosen so as to corres-
pond to the same group in epoxybutane, and the third hydrogen. 
Thus we have the following terms to consider: one represent-
ing a methyl~ring interaction of the same sign and approxi-
mat ely the same magnitude as in the epoxybutane isomer shown, 
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one representing a hydrogen-methyl interaction, and one rep-
resenting a hydrogen-ring interaction. Because of the small 
polarizability of hydrogen the terms containing it are neg-
lected. (Even if the polarizability of hydrogen were large 
the hydrogen-me t hyl interaction would still be zero since 
the optical symmetry axes and the vector connecting them 
would lie in the same plane and the triple vector product 
would vanish. The methyl group is considered free to rotate 
about the C-C bond and hence has an optical symnetry axis 
along this bond.) Thus there renains only one term to ac-
count for the entire rotatory power of the molecule; this 
term involves the methyl-ring interaction. Lioreover, be-
cause of the way in which the groups have been chosen this 
interaction should be approximately the same as the corres-
ponding methyl-ring interaction in 2,3-epoxybutane. The 
methyl-ring contribution to the rotatory power of 2,3-epoxy-
butane is thus equal to the observed specific rotation of 
the configura tionally related 1, 2-epoxypropane. w·i thout 
making an ~ priori assur'.lption concerning absolute configura-
tion we obtain from the observed specific rotation of 1,2-
epoxypropane only the magnitude, and not the sign, of this 
contribution. 
Calculations with equation (18) of the Gethyl-methyl 
interaction in the e~antiomorph of ~,3-epoxybutane shown in 
Fig. 1 gives •17o for this contribution to t he rotatory poner 
in n ned ium of refractive ind.ex 1.37, corresponding to the 
pure liquid. The observed rotation of 1,2-epoxypropane gives 
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a magnitude of 13 as t he quasi- experimental value f or t he 
~ethyl-ring i n teraction. ReMe~bering that in 2,3-epoxybutane 
there are two such intera ctions we obtain +17+2 x ( • 13) = •43° 
as t he predicted specific rotation if we take the positive 
sign for the nethyl-ring interaction, and +17 • 2 x (-13 ) = 
-9 
if we choose the ~egative sign. The fact that the enantio-
morphs of 2,3-epoxybutane and 1, 2-epoxypropane having the 
same sign of rotation are configurationally relatedC6,7) al-
lows us to reject t he latter value, for since the observed 
0 
rotation of the 2,J - epoxybutane is greater than can be account-
ed for by the two methyl-ring i nteractions, the methyl - methyl 
interaction and El.ethyl-ring interactions must have the same 
sign. We therefore assign the spatial configurations of Fig. 1 
to the dextrorotatory isoners. Since the dextrorotatory iso-
mers have been assigned the Q configuration(6 ) t he Fischer 
convention regarding abso l ute configuration is in agreement 
with t his result. The predicted rotation of 43° is in fair 
agreenent with the observed value of 59o(6). 
~he theory would be expected to a pply most accurately to 
va pors or dilute solutions in non-polar solvents. Since the 
experimental results quoted above were t hose of the pure liquid 
a possible solvGnt effect was investigated for 2,3-epoxybutane. 
oK. 
Ho significant change in [o<JijOO (J / n2+2) was observed for 
t his compound on passing ·fror:i. the pure liquid to a dilute so-
lution in heptane. (A sa:nple having [«}B5,. 52.4° had in heptane 
solution [04]~5 t 53° (c = 0.00802, °'- = 0.85°)). Similar 
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infor~ation for 1,2-epoxypropane is not available, but struc-
t ur a l considera tions suggest that :its behaviour would not dif-
fer fro r.1 t hat of 2 ,3-epoxybut ane. A related ri gid cornpound, 
2, 3-iL1inobutane, has been found to undergo only a slight 
chanEe in rota tion on passing from the pure liquid to a dilute 
solution in heptane (this thesis, p. 25). 
In the ca lcu l at ion of the optical rotatory power of 1,2-
dichloropropane we proceed in the same fashion. The molecule 
is first divided into groups as follovrn: E, CE3 , Cl, and 
CE2Cl bonded to the as~TYJn12tric carbon atom as the central 
Group. Thus the terms contributing to g0 correspond to the 
following interactions: CE3 with Cl, cn3 with CH2c1, and Cl 
vii th CE2Cl. Because of the s~Ja11 polariza bili ty of hydrogen 
the terns representin[ its interactions with the othe r groups 
have been ne ~lected. Of the thr ee groups listed, CH3 and Cl 
are considered to have t heir optical sy~1etry axes along the 
bonds to the cent r a l carbon aton , '\Jhile the pol2.rizabili t y 
of tho CE2Cl r,roup is talrnn to tho a p:;ro::::Lma tely cylindr ica lly 
s y1uctric about tte C-Cl ~ond. As expl ained above, the contri-
bution fr ou B.ny t v10 croups 1Nhose optical sy::.lI'.1.e try axes lie 
alon~ their bonJ s to the centra l group van ishes because . of 
the van i s hi ng of t he triple ve ctor product. Therefore t he 
intera ction of CE3 with Cl ma kes no contrihution and we are 
loft with only two terns in g0 , those representing the inter-
C +. ··Lori" o -r C' 7 a \._ ., .i. n3 and of Cl with the cu2cl Group. In contrast 
to the case of 2 ,3-epo:xybutane, t he experir'iental data are 
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suff iciently cor.rnlete that val1J.ElS of (1 ::.11ay be f ound for all 
of the groups involved. ~hese a r e given in Table I. Thus , 
tl ~e 
opti cal r otatory power dire ctly f rou equations (17) and (18). 
:i~o i:1ever, be c2u se of tl::.e possil)ility of rotation about 
the bond be t v1een the a s y::1ne tr ic carbon aton ar:.d t~1e CE2Cl 
£roup t he ge oue try of t he molecule is not coMpletely defined 
oy present netLod s of i nV(JS tication . In :9'ig. 2 are s hown 
t rJO viev.7s of the space n.ocl.e 1 to wl;.ich the ca lcu 1a t ions apply 
a nd the . corres i)onc.Ung ~"'1 is chE::r pro jection for :·,mla. 'l'he angle 
0 ·-., er s1u-~ l0 '1 r.• ,_ he , • .• 1 - a .1. 1 0 L,,_ , internal rotat ion about the 1,2-carbon-carbon 
bond is to.ken to be ZE)ro v.rho.n ti ~e chlor ine a toms are trans to 
each otl; er; c. positivr; disp l 2.cenent j_s de:Cined as one whi ch 
ini tia lJ.y incre<:se s t:~_n :·1e tLyl-c ".1 lorine distance . Cur nro-
codure wi ll be to calculate t he rotatory )Owor of the nole-
c1: le for a s eries of vo.l1Je s of 0 coverinc i ts i'ull range of 
360°, and then to obtain an average value of the rotatory 
po 1:.1er corros pond:l.r:c to that obs erveci experimentally by aver-
aging over all values of 0 usine as the weighting factor 
e~p(-V(0)/R~) where V(0) is the potential of the internal 
rotation. We now turh our attention to the problen of per-
forming this averaging and t he deter~ina tion of V(0). The 
fina l results will be ;iven fol l owing the discussion of these 
probler,1s. 
Using equa tions (17) and (10) the optica l rota tory power 
was calculated as a f1.mction of the intornaJ_ confor': mtiono 
Figure 2. Enantio~orph of 1,2-Dichloropropane to Which 
t he Calculations Apply and the Corr0s pondihg Fischer Projection 
For::m1ae 
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TABLE II 
The Rotatory Power of 1,2-Dichloropropane as a Function 
of Internal Conformation 
0 
¢ [o< ]~00 K. ( 3/n2 +2) 
degrees 
I II III 
0 i'39.9 +47.3 +-40.7 
20 +29.5 +35.6 +32.2 
40 +16 .. 5 +20.1 t-14.8 
60 + 1.8 + 3.2 - 0.7 80 
- 12.8 -13.9 - 16 .2 
100 
-26.7 -:30.0 -30.7 
120 
- 38.5 -41 .. 7 -4.0. 7 
140 
-43.9 ... 47 .9 -45.4 
160 - 40.1 -45.4 -41.5 
180 
-26.7 -33.1 - 28.5 
200 -12 .2 -19.0 - 13.8 
220 
- 4.1 -10 .. 3 - 4.6 
240 ... 1.7 - . 5 •. 6 - o&o 
260 + Oo9 + 0.1 + 4.9 
280 + 9.6 ... 12.1 i--14 . 7 
300 +-24 .. 9 ->29.8 ... 29.2 
320 .,. 39 .o +46,1 +42.1 
340 +44.1 +52.6 +46.3 
I• Data of Cabannes: (3 CH3 = 0.35, (3 CH2Cl - 0.35; -
optical center of CH2Cl group at center of ma ss. 
II . Data of Cabannes; optical center of CH 2Cl group at Cl. 
III. Data of Stuart (and .3reazeale): (3 CHA. : 0.31, 
_,I 
(.3 CH
2
Cl ::: 0.33; optical center of CH2c1 group at 
center of mass. 
(For references see Table I.) 
':.:'he res1Jlts are given in 'i'ab1eI I where [oe]~ooor~. (3/n2 i·2) is 
E~iven c;s a fuct i on of 0, t Le ani:;le descrit ing t he internal 
conformation. ~he results wore approximately the sa~e for 
valt~s of t he chlorine anisotropy rat ios fron different 
sources and for two :r)ossit)le choices of the optical center 
of the CH2Cl group, indicatin~ the s atisfac tory stability 
of the ca lculation s with respect to s~all changes in the 
parameters. 'l'he bond distances used in the calculation vrere 
obtained fro~ covalent radii, and near tetrahedral an8les 
were used. The values later det ermined by electron diffraction 
(l) we~ e fo11nd to differ s o little fro~ these t hat a repeti-
tion of the calculation of the rotatory power d id not seem 
wor thwhile. 
Eaving calc1~ lated the optical rotatory po~er in terns of 
0 1.ve nov: consider the determination of V(0) and i ts use :Ln 
proper l y sw:~ing or integrating the contributions of all in-
ter nal conforaa tions to the optical rotation. Since a reli-
ab le theoretical calc~lation of 7 (0) seen s out o: the question 
"'-'- t'··1, e 'J"'n<' C 1 ·t .i-- .; .-,,,e I"eco1'r 0 "' "! '0 "' h~'O +o ev-·o .,,· 0 i· ,-11 e-n+-~ \.J J'. .l l l '-' ...> 1. l_.i J.. , d, _, ' .,,# • ••• A . .. ) I,,;; ~ C-. 0 ..i. .l'-'l ... U ...- .. n..1 tj J_ U l. LI • 'lhcre 
are two principal sour ces of expori~cntal dnta: an electron 
~iffraction study carried out largely for this purpose( l), 
and measuren ents of the dependence of the observed dipole 
:··10uent on te:n;_::Jerature<B). 
An exa~ina tion of a node l forl,2-dichloropropane shows, 
in vie~ of t he well-established preference f or sta~gered over 
ec lipsed conformations, the presence of three positions at 
which mi n ima wit~ low enough energies to ~ake significant 
contri~utions 2 i ght be pres ent. These are i n the neighbor-
hood of 0 = o0 (hereafter cc.:.lled ~t.£9.J_~~), 0 = -t l20° (hereaft er 
h6 
-_, · -
called skew), and 0 = -120° ( hereafter called staggered _gJ_::?.,). 
Of these the staggered cie_ represents the nost con.pact struc-
ture for the mole cule and it ·was considered sufficiently un-
stable relative to the other t wo as to render its population 
·cmimpor t ant at te::.1per atures of interest. This conclusion is 
supported by the work of Tho~as and Gwinn on l,l,2- trichloro-
ethane(9). 'l' his assumption is not ne ce ssary t o our conclu-
Sl. one reuarc"i"n ci· on 1·i cnl a c·ri"vi -1-~ r· i"ndec.d 0 o .... L ;:-' u- ... u . . v -L.. ;; , . ......,. ;., srmll amounts of 
t he stacgered -~is iso'.~1er are he lpful with regard to certa in 
points. However, t he assur.'.lption is a convenient one and is 
believed to be in accord with t he physical facts. 
The e l ectron diffraction data were lma bl e to distinguish 
between potent:Lals vvi th one minimmn and t hos e wi t h t wo. Care -
ful exaBination showed, however, that popul at ions of the skew 
::t i n i mum greater than f i f t y per cent of the tota l would be in-
consistent with the data. An examination of the model and of 
data for other ~olecules provides evidence a gainst such a 
high figure, and although t he est i ma te is conservatively high, 
contributions of this ma gnitude cannot be definitely ruled 
out on the bas is of the electron d iffraction data alone. 
The importance of determining the relative populations 
of the t wo oini ma to a greater de gree of accuracy can be seen 
from Table II. The contr i butions to the optica l rotatory 
power of positions in the nei ghborhood of the two minima 
are of abou t the same magnitude but are opposi te in s i gn. If 
the two are nearly equally p9pulated we caru1ot expect to ob-
t ain an u.nambiguous pr ediction of the optical rotat ion and 
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hence of the absolute configurat ion. 
The analysis of t he dipole moment data carried out by 
Wood and Schonaker did provide a much nore satisfactory basis 
for the estimati on of the sk'@.';Y contributions. Two general 
t ype s of potential function were used in the analys is and in 
the calculat ion of the optical rotation after the character-
istic constan ts of the potentials were determined4 
The simplifying assumption was first made that there are 
only two appreciably contributing minima, vi?,;, the tra~1s and 
the sk~w, and t ha t t hese mi nima are very narrow and bounded 
by very steep potential barriers. This assump tion thus has 
the effett of reducing the problem to the consideration of an 
equilibrium between two isomeric forms of the same molecule, 
the t wo isomers being defined by two given values of 0, whi ch 
we call 0t and 0s• If we have these two isomers in equili-
brium then the optical rotation of the gaseous mi xture is 
given by 
o<.t -r o<! e- ~ F /!(. T 
I -re- tJF/1?.T 
fl F = A£ - !( T l~y t ~ 
( 22 ) 
where ~ is the observed rotation at absolute temperature 
T; o(t is the optical rotation of the 1.r_ans form; and ol..s 5 
that of the skew forB. The difference between the free energy 
of the t vJO forms in the va por is denoted by A F anC. the corr es-
pondinc tifference in internal energy by AE , while f 8 and ft 
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::i,_,,e t "1e vi" 1ora+io1·1,<:.l r>:->._r+ 1·.ti· on .L,.u_11c+i· ons o·<> t l1" 1-e,·1 u.' ,_r v1'"' ~ - L v~ _ _ y~ u v .L ..• t.. .§.!.::.:__:;_ 2fl l; a~-~ 
for~s in t he ir res pective ~inima. 3o~e fi tting of the da t a 
to 2ore reasonable potential functions with two ~inima wa s 
also carried out. In this case the optical rotation is Dbtained 
by numerical evaluation of the integral expre ssion 
/2~-V({/J)/l(T cl, 
0 
o( (23) 
where o< (0) represents the function tabulated in Table II and 
V(0) is the potential of internal conformation.* 
So~e of t he results of the analysis, together with values 
of t he vapor rotation calculated ·using various potential func-
tions, are shown in Tables III and IV. The values of the 
parameters in t he ta bl es indicate ap proxirw. tely t he range of 
var iation consistent with the dipole moment and electron dif-
fraction data. A comparison of the two uethods was made b\r 
" 
calculation of the rotation with equation (22) using the same 
parameters as those for the calcu~a tion of the same quanti ty 
wi t h the first potential function of Table IV. The difference 
between the two values thus calculat ed is quite small, that 
from equation (23 ) being larger by about three degrees. The 
-*- Pitz~r(lb)-h~s-sho~n-that ln-c~l~ulati~g- the-cla~si-
cal partition f unction t he effects of the dependence of the 
vibrational frequencies and the external moments of inertia 
on the internal angle cancel each other, if t he potential 
ener gy is free of cross terms between the vibrational coor-
dinates and t he internal angle . As a result one may use the 
simple weighting factor exp ( -V (0)/RT)in calculating classical 
averages of fvnctions of the internal angle. Further, Gwinn 
and Pitzer llJ showed that for ethylene chloride, where a 
detailed assignment of the vibra tional frequencies of the 
two isomers is available, t ha t the cance llation holds approx-
i mat ely in the quantmn me chanicnl case. \le shall suppose 
t his to be also the case for the closely related propylene 
chloride. 
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simplifying assumption of narrov1 potential vrnlls is thus 
reasonably satisfactory. 
In order to ensure as far as possible that the predic-
tion of absolute configuration on the basis of these results 
will be unamb iguous, the ass1nned values of the parar:1eters 
in Table III and the potential barriers in Table IV were 
chosen so as to afford a conservative estimat e of the upper 
limi t of the contribu tion of the skew formo It is seen that 
t he values obtained for the specific rotation are neverthe-
less unequivocal with regard to sign and of a satisfactorily 
large ma gnitude. 
We t herefore conclude that the enantiomorpl1 shown in 
Fig. 2 is dextrorotatory and t ha t its specific rotation in 
the vapor stat e is probably between +20° and +30°. ~he vapor 
value of the rotation was not mea sured, but reasonable agree-
s ent with this range of value s was obtained on the basis of 
the observed rotations in solvents of different dipole moment, 
discussed in detail in the followin~ section. The Fischer 
convention assigns the spatial model of Fig. 2 the Q confi-
guration; experimentally, the R configurat ion is assigned to 
the dextrorotatory isomer (this t hes is, p. 71 ). The Fischer 
convention is thus again found to be correct, in agreement 
with the result obtained from 2,3-epoxybutane. 
While t he above calculation leads approximately to a 
predicted value for the vapor rotation of 1,2-dichloropropane, 
S)ecific Rotations of 1,2-Dichloropropane Calculated from 
i cr· 1·; .,, .Li" 'J Y"l ( 22) 
.W '·i ·'- U l_, ' ~ - -
~\ 0 f AE Fra ction [o( ]~oooK. (3/n2i·2 ) g s/f t k cal. / 1:10le of skevI 
-----
0 ., r ... no ·1-.Lc:'.v 1.36 0.96 0.21 -i- 29° 
0 +120° o.86 0 "7 o C 0.17 r 33° 
0 + <)00 1 ')6 ...L It t;_ 1.03 0 ?r::: ._,, t 30° 
0 +120 0 o.64 0.82 0.1-"'c 3i:'O .,. J 
0 + 90° 1.18 0.94 0.20 +33° 
+25 -t120° 1.41 1.12 0.16 +19° 
a ) Using column II of Table II for o{ (0). 
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Specific notations of 1,2-Dichloropropane Calc11lated from 
Equation (23 ) wi t h Different Potential Func tions 
V(0) 
kcal. / mole 
1. 
') r::: 
'-. / ( l-cos(0)) 
2.1 
AEt 2.5(1-cos(0-120)) 
Qb 
2. 
15 ( 1-cos (~-20 )) 
1.6 
.6 E·~ 2. 5( 1-cos ( 0 -90)) 
3. 
00 
o.75(1-cos (0)) 
t 0.22 (1-cos ( 30 ) ) 
oO 
Range of 0 
degree s 
-40 - 40 
40 
- 70 
70 - 160 
160 
- 320 
-40 - 50 
50 - 60 
60 
-
140 
111-0 - 320 
-30 - 150 
150 - 330 
1.1 
1.3 
( (). 96 ) 
a ) Using column II of Table II for o< (0) 
+26° 
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t he values actually observed v1ere for the cor.'.lp ound in the 
:::iure liquid state and in solutions of the corJpound in organic 
solvents. S ince t herG is a difference in energy between the 
t wo f orms the rotation may be expec t ed to exhibit a te~pera-
ture de pendence . Experimentall y, t his VJ as found to be the 
case. In order to make a more direct compar ison between theory 
and experiment a quantitative inves tigat ion of these effects 
was carried out. (The e f fects of temperature and solvent on 
optical rotation have been considered previously(l2,13).) 
From the experimental data concerning the temperature depen-
dence it wa s possible to calculate approxi~ately the free 
energy diff~rence be t ween the t wo forms i n solut ion in E-hep-
tane, and also t he separate rotatory pov.re rs of the tr all§. and 
skew for~.'.l s of the !:10lecule; tl:ese latter could then be com-
pared directly wi th the t heoretical values. 
The variation of t he rotatory power of 1,2-dichloro-
pro pane in g-heptane with temperature is s hown in Table V.* 
In order to obtain t he values for the s eparate optical r ota -
tory powers of t he s ke..1'[ and trans for.:ns we again assu:ne that 
t he two minima are very narrow so that the problem may be 
treated as one involving an equilibrium bebNeen two iso:ners. 
* The rotations in Table s V and VI are f or approximately 
2- 5%: solutions. l7easurements at lower concentra tions showed 
that the rot a tion was nearly i nde pendent of concentrations 
in all of the solvents used. The values in Tables V and VI 
may therefore be taken as t hose at infinite dilu tion$ 
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'l'ABLE V 
Optical aotation ofL(-)1,2-Dichloropropane in n-Heptane at 
= 
Different Teoperatures 
0( ~ T Tb [o<] ~ ,.,,oy Concentrationa [O(}D (3/n 2 t-2) l. . '\.. e nn 
obs .. c ""' 
298 
- 1.113 0.02688 -20. 70 0.7652 -15.84 
300.7 
-
1.094 .02679 - 20. 42 o. 7659 - 15. 64 
303.8 - 1.075 .02669 -19. 91 0.7667 - 15.21 
307.9 - 1.051 • 02655 -19.79 0.7678 -15.19 
311.1 - 1.020 .02644 -19. 29 0.7686 -14.83 
315.7 - 1.007 .02628 -19.16 0.7698 -14 . 75 
319.7 - 0.986 .02615 ., 0 85 -- ..L U • 0.7708 -14. 53 
324.6 - 0. 964 .02598 -1e .55 0.7720 -14.32 
330.7 - 0.923 .02577 -17.91 0.7736 -13.86 
337.5 - 0. 869 • 02553 -17.02 0.7754 -13.20 
") Ll. r:;' 7 
.) . /. - 0.838 • 02524 -16 .60 0.7776 -12. 91 
a) Fron coef ficients of expansion of n-heptane, I. C. T. }, 29. 
b) Fror1 dfl/d.T for n-octane, G. Egloff, ed., "F:-;ysical Constants 
n - _[ ~ • ' II \{ I R·' • h ld 7'~ Y k JT V l"' ') Q 4 9 01 Lyarocaroons , • • ein o . , l '! eW or, ' • ..:... 5 ~J .) .1 , p. · • 
c) Readings we r e taken with an ordinary (Winkel-Zeiss) polari-
meter to two decimal places. Each value in t he table repre-
sents a n averag e of at least t en such readinEs ; the last f i ~ure 
was r e tained i n tte avera ging, although t he de gree of accuracy 
is probably not so great as i mplied by its presence. The pro -
bable errors of r:10st of the sets of observations were about 
Oo007o 
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The optical rotation of the equilibr iun mixture is then given 
by equat ion ( 22) , where /J. F now refers to the difference · in 
free enl')rt,y of the two forms under the conditions of observa-
tion, v=!-z., in the solvent n-heptane. Equat ion ( 22) can be 
wr it ten in the for~: 
(24) 
The value of AF is deternined froo the require~ent that 
the plot of oC ( T) a t,a ins t (1/1 t-expf.~Fhr}}be linear, and the values 
of o(t and °' s can be found in ter:ns of the slope and intercept 
of the line so obtained. This procedure makes evident the 
relative insensitivity to variations in 4 F; a series of approxi-
mate calculations indicated that the width of the range of 
pernissible values was about the same as that resulting from 
the ar1alysis of the vanor dipole n oment data: severa l hundred 
cal./mole . A value lying near the ~iddle of the range was 
chosen, AF' = 760 cal. / mo le. The values of c''t and o< 8 depend 
somewha t on the value of A F; once .'~i t·'.is fixed they can be 
deter~ined wi t hin two or t hree de grees. The values found for 
°'t and «8 vvere + 36° and -56°, respectively . ':Ches e are to be 
con lJRred v1i th t he theoretical values of o(t and o( s from Table II 
(with 0 = o0 and~= • 120°), • 400 and -390, respectively (to 
t wo significant figures ) . 
The observed rotations of the 1,2-dichloropropane in 
different solvents are shown in Table VI. In order to take 
into account the effect of t he solvent we calculate the lower-
ing of the free energy difference t hrough solvent polarizationc 
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Optical Hotation ofJ:,(-)1,2-Dichloropropane in Different Solvents 
Solvent C:::mc. 0( ~5 (o<JB5 [o(_}t5 (3/n2t 2) 
observed 
pure liquid 1.1512 -6.76 -5 .87 -4.33 
heptane .0693 - 1.44 -20.8 -15.9 
:YJ.ethanol .0618 -0.20 -3.2 -2.6 
dioxane 0.0707 -0.36 -4.5 -J.4 
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Since the trans form :t.as essentially zero dipole mor:ient vv e 
assuue that the electrostatic effects of the solvent on its 
free energy are s~all. Assuming that non-electrostatic ef-
fects arc t~e same for both isomers we may express the free 
energy difference in solution as 
- /iL2( /)-I) 
/j. F = A I::. - t' ~D+I ( 25) 
where AE is the difference in internal energy between the two 
f orm.s in the va por (as explained previously A F.. and AF for the 
va por are ec!ual under the a s sump tion of equal par ti ti on func'.'" 
tions for the tr10 for::-ns ) . The second terr:J represents the 
lo-t:.Jering of the energy of t he skew forr1 due to solvent polari-
zation according to the theory of Kirkwood ( 14). Here j .l ana{-j:-,) 
represent the dipole moment and approxima te rad1ui3of the 
skew form, D is the dielectric constant of the solvent, and 
n is A va gadro I s nu:raber. Since the rotations of the trans 
---
and skew forms are about equal in ~agnitude but opposite in 
sign, the effect of the solvent should be to decrease the ob -
served rotation by increasing the relative population of the 
skew forn t hrough a decrease in its f ree energy. This effe ct 
s hould be l arger for solvents of high dielectric constant. 
Solvinc equa tions (24) and (25) for A f' and equating the 
results we obtain 
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Eere Q represents the dielectric constant of the solvent,~· 
is the dipole ~oment of the skew form and has been obtained 
from an analysis of the varia tion of the vapor dipole moment 
v.Ji t h ter:1p(:~ ra tl~re ( 1): o( s and cXt have been determined above 
from the temoerature dependence of the rotation. The unknowns 
are taken to be L' 3 and ( -j:;} . The observed rotations ;Ln 
two different solvents of known dielectric constant provide 
two sets of values for the coefficients and constant term in 
equation (26). The resulting pair of sirn1ltaneous linear 
equations r'.'.lay be solved for A E and ( -J:;) . Taking the rotations 
in t he solvents n-heptane and ne t hanol (Table VI) and the value 
3.1 D. U. for )J-, corresponding to / Ll .L = 1.8 D. U. (l), we ob-
tain 1050 cal. / mole for A E and 4. 5 .R for r. This value of A E 
agrees wi t h t r~e a p2Jroxim2te value 1000 cal .• / P.J.ole obtained from 
the dipole moment and electron diffraction data(l). The value 
of 4.5 R f or - r is reas onable in that it is about equal to t he 
distance between a point midway between the centers of t he C-Cl 
bonds and the outer edge of the nethyl group when the mole-
cule is in the s ~.:e1v conf i f:,ur a ti on. 
Using t he value of~ E obtained in this way and the values 
of « s and o< t obtained fror:1 the temperature dependence of the 
rotation a quasi-experimental value for the vapor rotation can 
be calculated with t he use of equation (22). The value ob-
tained in this way for t he vapor rotation is +23° for the»-
iso~er. (The £-iso~er was the one actually used for the 
measurements.) T~is is to be co~pared with t he th8oretical 
values of ~able III and Table IV, obta i ned fro~ the theoreti-
cally calculated dependence of the rotation on t he internal 
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angle and tte potential functions obtained from the dipole 
The numerical 
agreenent is seen to be satisfactory. 
Another approximate check on the theory is the calcu-
lation of the rotation of the pure liquid 1,2-dichloropropane 
making use of its known dielectric constant and the radius 
of the oolecule obtained above, together with equations (22) 
anc.1 (25). The value thus calculated is -t4.3°, and is to be 
compared with the experimenta l value of +4.6°. 
The low observed rotation in dioxane appears at first 
glance to be inconsistent with this general picture, since 
the die l ectric constant of dioxane is about the same as that 
of ~eptane. However, the strong quadrupole moment of dioxane, 
which could markedly effect the tram-skew equilibrium of the 
1,2-dichloropropane, does not contribute to the dielectric 
constan t of the material. 
Discussion.- Coaparison of the theoretical and experi-
~ental results indicates that, in general, the numerical 
agreeoent is satisfactory considering the approximations in-
volved throughout. Probably the most valid comparison, in 
the sense of offering the bes t test of the theory, is that 
between the theoretical and experimental values for the sepa-
rate optical rotatory powers of the tr...illl§. and s kew forms of 
1,2-dichloto-propane. It should be noted here that the 
theoretical values depend somewhat on the positions chosen 
for the sk:evJ and trans minima. Indeed, a displacement 6f the 
trans mini mum of about 5° in the direct ion of positive 0 would 
bring the theoretical and experiuental values of ~ t into 
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coincidence. A displacement of this ~agnitude was considered 
likely on t he basis of the electron diffraction results. 
We have assi r_;ned the a.bsolute configurat ion of Fig. 2 
to the dextrorotatory isooer of 1,2-dichloropropane. This 
was done without any exper i menta l data concerning the opti-
cally active forms of the molecule, us ing only the calcu-
lated dependence of the rotatory power on conformat ion (Table II) 
and the information about the poten tial of internal conforma-
tion obtained fro~ the electron diffraction and dipole monent 
measureflen ts. 
&s stated above, it has been possible to obtain experi-
mentally the configurational relationship between t he t wo co~-
pounds fo r which calculations ~ere ~ade. If was f ound that 
the enan tio;;1orphs of ~~ , 3-epoz:routane and 1, 2-c~ichloropropcme 
of li ke si gn wer e conf i gura tionall; related. (Levorota t ory 
1,2-dichloropropane was pre)ared fro~ dextrorotatory 2,3-
epozybutane by a series of reactions involving a single Wa lden 
Since the theory assigns 
positive rotations to the confi gurationa lly relat8d isomers 
of Fi g . 1 and Fig. 2 it is f o1nd to be i nternally consistent 
in j_ts prediction s for t he se tv10 different r-10 lec1:J.ss a;.1c1 con-
fide nce in it is considerably strengthened. 
It r1as s hown above tn.a t tr: ere is se iiquan ti ta ti v e agree-
r'lent be t ween the expe 2."L·1ental o.n.d calculated tenperatv.re depen-
dence of t he rotation. Using only the direction of t hi s effect, 
ho1Never, it :is ~; o ;: sible to r;1ake an ass i [Jlr"', ont of a bsoJ_ute con-
figurc tioh which requires less knowled ge of t he pot ent ial of 
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i n t ernal confor~ation then Dhen the depender1ce of the rota-
t ion on teqperature is not known . The fo llowinE ass~1ptions 
are suffi c i en t for this as si.gm:ien t: 1) +he v ... l. ,, energy of the 
sk~ :for:01 is greater tl:an tLat of tt:.e t rans f or::i and t!::.es e 
are the two principal contributing iso~ers, 2) the effe ct 
of temperat~re is due lar~ely to an increase i n the popu-
Jr:iti' on o·,,. ;-y., p '" 1.re"·I ""'o-~·n 
__ c...... J. u ...... -~J.. l L ' 3 ) the ca1cnlated sign of rota -
tion of the tro.n~ isorv:)r is correc t . It is observed tha t an 
increase in te~nerature, ~hi ch increases tbe populat ion of 
the s kmv :Co:rm, producta,s a decrease in t:-ie '"'mcnitr.de 01~ the 
rotation . It follo~s that i~ the observed rotation is ~osi-
tive the r ot ation of the skew for~ is al~cbraicalJ .y lGss than 
t~at tho total contribution to 
t::-:.e rota ti on fro::i n olecules i n the s ~~~{ for:1 is 1Gs s ttnn tho. t 
of t?-1ose in the tr<:ll§. for~r:. ')hereforo tr-~e sic] of r otation 
of t he sys ter'.1 i s tLe sa;·ne as that of the tr ans for ::-'.1 and t he 
corre ct calculation of this sign alone permits an assignment 
of absolute configuration. 
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7he Prepara tion of b(-)-1,2-Dichloropr opane 
-----,.·--~- :-:,~ .... ---·--· ·--ft"-·~-·------- ·-
If a significan t coaparison is to be mad e be t ween experi-
Bental and theoretical results it is desirable tha t the com-
pounds considered be optical l y pure. T~is is n o t absolute ly 
'18 e <'." C'' rv. l0 +- .! c si-1 f"-" i" (> l0 ""nt 
_ c ~ ;:>"'a J , \, ..L"" ~-'"" .L ~ . \J , t ha t the degre e of optical purity 
'" e lr"" o1 ·1n ""OVl. c·1 ec'l +->1aJ- t i-,e U L\...Ll. \ . - ' j:.J..:.. 4. .. V ..1. ... c. lJ .!.~ opt ico. l purity is such u~at the 
ob s e rved rota ti on of tLe produ.ct is high enough for <?,cr~ura te 
0 bserva tion . 'l'h i s llf~:?quir e:,wn t is ps r haps 0:lOI'8 limiting t han 
u i ght be supposed, inasmuch as i t is desi rable to know the 
optical r otation of a dilute solution of the product in an 
inert sol vent. !tnother con.:;ider;:>. ti on is -~he as s i r;nr:1ent of 
relative confi ~ur&tion , that is, the conf i gurationa l assign-
i•1o:ri t to the D or 1 series ar: co r6:Ln~: to tLe Fischer cor,venti on. 
i'Li.s is in~_1or ta.nt in the pro b lc:1~ of 2 bso l ute co:o.f i gur a ti on , 
::.rnd o.lso in tes tin£: tLc con::>is tency of the thrnry by comparing 
the preclicted relationships betwE~en tte s igns of ro l-c< tj_on of 
conf igt.lr"' t i onal l :r :ce l a t ed c ~Y1p01m('.s i:·1~ th tho s e observed. 
The detc~ ct:inat ion of t!:1e rel a tj_ ve conf igur<l ti on of 1, 2 -
c.ich loropropane by \',; o r kin;~ i.d t h t he optically a ctive :1aterial 
i tse1f r!Ould be difficult. Even rJi th the present ver~' exton-
si ve lmoy,: l edge of the partici::Ja ti on o f neichooring groups in 
replacenient re~~ctions , rr:: l at i ve ly lit t le is '.·cr1own about the 
react i ons of adjacent halogens . Several pos s ible approache s 
'.":1 ight i)c atte;;rp t ed : h:rdrolysis of one or both c ~1lorines to 
obtain an a ctive g l ycol or ch lorohydr in; rea ction wi t h silv er 
j_n acetic acid 9 wl:ere t:he ster ic course of t he reaction :'.'.light 
be pr ed ic t(~d ; or reaction wi t h a r.1non:La to for r;1 a c ':1 lorarnine 
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or cUamine o J:;ut the stereoche2;dcal course of any reaction 
v~:ich :-1j_c:ht be carried out i;3 subject to considerable uncer-
tainty bEOJcau se of the lack of e:;r;Jerir,1ental knowledge of the 
reacting system, particularly the possible participation of 
the adjacent chlorine as a neighborinc group e 
Finding a suitable reaction would probably require a 
large nu.21ber of trial experiments. '::.:' h is ap;:iroach was, in 
fact~ atte-Tp ted to a limited extent$ Hydrolysis of the com= 
pound under different conditions was atte•,ipted but the only 
products obt.s.ined in a ;)preciable cE101mts 1Nere unsatllrated 
··_;_aterials, probably chloro;oi~o :'Jenes. It v.ra s decided, there-
fore , to choose a synthetic uet~od ~~ich would establish the 
con:f it;t:i.r e. t]_on ~ 
The steps in the prc~aration of the optically active 
The relationship 
O ~ 2 ~- 0pov•y·'ou+anp t~O t~lA ae·nAP 0 1 ~r· on° ~a+ive .L ,.) '-' .r \. ~VGl~ _, J.....,. [., .-.J. ,_,._,.,. U 1,J <...-_i:J(;::tJ, J.. V--\: and configura-
tional scheue is incl uded, so that the .ntire reaction se-
quence relating these tvJO con pounds is show:'l. The steps in 
the synthesj_s are as follovvs: 1) the pre para ti on of ~Ct·).;;. 
.§1'..ythro-3-chloro-2-butanol from J;/-) -2 , 3-butanediol through 
its diacetyl derivativeC6), 2) oxidation of this ch loro-
l':ydrin t o ~ ( + )-ot-d:. loropropionic acid vii th nitric ac:Ld, 
3) conversion of the acid to it s acid ch loride in an ex-
chance reaction with benzoyl chloride, 4 ) reduction of 
the acid ch loride •.1i th li thiun alun:Lnum hydricie to J.t:C ~ ) -2-
c~ ~ loro-1-propanol? 2nc'. 5) reaction of the propylene cl"c1oro-
h :,.rdrin •nith thionyl ch1oric~e in yJyrid1ne to cive :k(-)-1,2-
dicLlo1~o:propane. 1.'~ie physical cons ta.nts of the compoux1ds 
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propcn~ed nnc~. s }:.o;m in 'l'ableVII. The reactj_ons srwwn in 
F' i g. 4 were carried out to check the conficura tional assign-
ment and optica l purity of the ~( + )-2- chloro-l-propanol and 
vJill t ,e discussed below. The method of synthesis thus re -
lates the confi gurEtion of 1,2-dichloropropane to those of 
1, 2-prop2.nediol and 2, 3-butanediol, whi ch have been previous-
lv established(7,l5 ) • 
.., 
It can be seen that the asym::ietrie center is involved 
directly in only a single reaction, the conversion of~(• )-
2, 3-diacetoxybuta.ne to 1 ( • )·-erythro-3-chloro-2-butanol. 
This reaction hns been s r~ mm to proceed with co:r'.1plete Walden 
inversion (6); in addition, the configuration of the ~-chloro-
propionic acid obtained from t his chlorohydrin has been fai:r-
ly well established independently(l6). Thus, barring possible 
cor1pl ications such as the participation of the ch lorine atom 
on the asyr.metric carbon a torn or raaemiza tion due to side 
reactions the final product vvill be optically pure ~(-)- 1 ,2-
dichloropropaneo Both of these undesirable possibilities 
can be eli~inated on the basis of theoretical and experimental 
evidence. 
The possibility of racemization in all of t he steps but 
the last was comp letely eliminated by the conversion of the 
,k( t· )-er_y_thro-2-chloro-l-propanol to nearly optically pure 
~ ( -)-4-rnethyl-l,3-dioxolane (Fig. 4 ). Comparison of the 
observed rotation of the ~( + )-~§...Q-3-chloro-2-butanol pre-
pared here, c~J~5 t 9.22°, with that of the optically pure 
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1Y1 ~-t-e~i r-i} (6) {o<]25 ..,_o 470 
.. a" - -a . ' D • 7 • ? indicates that the 3-chloro-2-butanol 
prepared here had an optical purity of about 97. 55h ( the slight 
optical impurity of this chlorohydrin may have aris en from 
t1•m sources. The g (-) -2, 3-butanediol was fror:i a differant 
source than that used by Lucas and Garner ( l6). Their glycol 
had a rotation of [ol]~5 -13.17°, v1hi le thnt used here had 
[~]b5 -13.02°, so that its optical purj_ t y was 99.0~~: . The 
1 _,,, ( ) other l?,t/Q lost in t he conversion to 1:! t -~rytllE.2,-3-chloro-2-
butanol probably arose from the loneer time taken for the re -
acU.on of the R ( t ) -2, 3-diacetoxybutane with HC l in order to 
ioprove the yield). Compar ison of the observed rotat ion of 
the formal, ~ ~5 -50.06°, obtained from L ( ~)-2-chloro-l­
propanol , Bith that of the optically pure rnateria l(lO), 
-I 25 c:.'l ')30 (A D -,, ._.) ' s hows that the formal obtained here had an opti-
cal purity of about 97 .4f;. Thus no appreciable race1:iization 
has occurred at any of the steps leading from 1( t )-erythrq-
3-chloro-2-butanol to 1C t-)-2-chloro-1-propanol and on to the 
D(-)-4-uethvl-l,2-dio~olane. 
= . 
The r e lativ~ configura tion of the ~( t }-2-chloro-l-pro-
panol follows fro~ consideration of the confi gurntion of the 
fornal obtained fron it. This for~al has the Q-configuration; 
since this is the same as th2t of the original 2,3-butanediol 
an even nu31ber of Wa lden inversions occurred in the reaction 
sequence. Al though the ircteI':·1edia te products we::·e not iso-
l ated, the hydrolysis of the chloro,,.yc~r in aJ.r..1os t certainly 
proceeds throut;h the steps s hov1n in Fig. 4. Formation of the 
-78-
oxioe to.kes ;Jla ce rvi t h inversion e.t tb.e secc:-ndary carbon a tom, 
so that -'::he oz ide :forr::1ed has t:1e Q conf ir;-uro. ti on. The rine; 
opening of the oxide has been shown to occur exclusively at 
t~e priMary carbon ato~ in basic solutionClG); th~ gl ycol forned 
t hus still has the ,2 conf i[;l'..ro.tion. J::l1e forrn:i.l has been as-
~:; igrl8d the ;3a:ne confj_1~ure ti on as 
pre}Jsred110~the::cefore it, too, has 
.L ' 
' "10 U:._C::: ~lycol froM which 
the ~ conf ir;uratj_on. 
j_ t is 
T::us 
the tr10 lmovm inversions in the entire r es.ction sequence sat-
isfy the even number require~ent, and aro placed before and 
after the ~( t )-2-chloro-l-propano l in the reaction sequence 
so tlw. t its conf it:ur:::~ ti on is confirr:1ed as 01r1os i te to that 
of the orig i nal 2,3-butanediol, thus ~· 
'.::'here reqains for consj_der <::'.tion 5 then, only t he final 
step in the preparation of the active l,2-dicl1loropropane 
the rea ction of the L( -t· )-2-chloro-l--orona.nol 1.'J i th thionvl 
c:n "· .~ r;,I 
chloride in pyridine . Here there are two possible complicat-
ing factors. Raceni zation coul d take place thro~gh attack by 
chloride ion i ll. tl1e solut ion on ei t:her the active c>_orohydrin 
or t~e active ~ichlor ide. Appreciab!e att2c~ on the dichloride 
itself .see:-.1s 1..mlilcel:y since it yJa.rtiall~' ~;cpare.tos fro;·1 tlle 
reactio~ mixture as it is forDed. lhe possibility of appre-
. t , . 1 ~ , - t' I ~ .,_ d r ~ ' ( 1 0) ciable a tacK is ru~ec ou-c SJ , i_e rmrrc 01 Lucas f'.11 l:l01~_ 1-c~ ~/ 
on the analogous 2,J-disubstit11ted but2nes. They studied the 
re,~ ct ions of the iso:::i:::>r j_c 3-c}··11oro-2-b'utc.nols with various halo-
i~entifvin~ the Droducts. neso an~ DL 2,1-di-..,......... ... , ___ = -
c~lorobutane, by nsans of physica l constant s, includi~z the di-
el0ctric co'-ist r-.nt. '.~:iey found th2t thionyl cLloride :Ln pyridine 
-79-
produced pur e 1riesq-2 d-dichloro i:Yu tane fro:1 ..t.hT.J?..Q-3-chloro-
2-bl:tanol and pure £L-2, 3-dichloro butane fron e~::z."t.hro-3-
chloro-2-butanol. Since t he products ~ere stereochemicall y 
A ~ore serious dif f iculty is the possibility of parti-
cipation by t he chlorine atom attached to t he secondary 
carbon atom in the chlorination rea c tion occurring at the 
pri~ary carbon a tou. This introduces t he possibility not 
Onl v 01n Drir J_i' a l raceri i' za J_J· on b'-t al "'0 o.c- invers·ion so +' .. ~+ 
-·J 1 0. G ·- <..o . •. L, • . L.l --"' J_ -L , - ~ vJ la L. 
the sign of rot2tion of the fi~al product could be chanced . 
This inversion is possible since the par ticipation would 
take plo.ce t hrough a cyclic chloronium ion, shov;·n toge t her 
with its resonance forms in Fig. 5 , and attack could take 
pl a ce at eithe r carbon aton. Since no inveTs ion would occur 
in its formation, a ttack on the pri!:in ry carbon atom of this 
i on by chlorine would lead to retention 6f configur&tion; 
a tta ck on the secondary carbon a ton , to inversion. If the 
primar y attack were to predo~inate~ partial racen i zat ion (in 
nrouortion to t he amoun t of secondarv attack) would be t he 
• • J 
result; if t he secondary attac k were to be '.'lore rapid, the 
re s1: lt would be partial inversion. ( As used here t his term 
i nd icates a product whose sign is opposite to that of the 
product expected if no inversion or racemiza tion occurred, 
but whose optica l purity is l es s than 100~$ ). Before the 
evidence against the foroation of su ch a cyclic ion is con-
sidered , it s hould be nointed out that i f it did forIJ, it 
-80-
CH~ Cl•· H H C:J: + H 
_," / / ~/ / c c c / 
"" 
/ 
"'o.:r H cn3 H u3 
Ia Ib 
0H c1 II H Cl E v ~3 .... 
+/ 
"'c/ -t/ " / c c c 
H/ 
"' 
/ 
'\CH CH3 H 3 
II a IIb 
r<i.:r Cl H H Cl H v.i..13 
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" 
/ 
"' H CH3 H C" l13 
III a IIIb 
CH3 c1• H E c1+ H 
"-c / °"c c/ c 
H/ 
"" 
/ 
"er CP H ·~3 li3 
IVa I Vb 
CH~ Cl E H Cl H 
_,  
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' H2H t 
/ ~c··r -T l • II H h2li 
Va Vb 
Figure 5. Hyperconjugation in the tlesonance 
Stabilization o:f the Ch1oronium ionse 
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would be expected to r eact in a manner similar to t he con-
. ' . " " 1 2 (20) , J Uga ~e acia 0 1 _ , _-epoxypro pane , wnose ring opening by 
ne ga tive ions proceed s with a ratio of a ttacks on t he pri-
mar y and secondar y car bon atoms of about t hree to one. If 
analagous r easoni ng could be applied to t he ch loroniux.:i. ion, 
t hen the f orDation of the 1,2-d ichloropropane would proceed 
with partial retention of conf i gur a tion, the optica l purity 
of t he product being about 505be 
l'hat the cyclic chloronium ion did not form is indicated 
by t he work of Lucas and Gould(l9) referred to above. The 
confi gur a tional relationships of the start ing ma terials and 
products unamb iguously re quire s an odd nurnber of inversions 
in t he rea ction. This would not be t he case if the cyclic 
chloroniuo ion were involved, for t here would then be two 
inversions: one in its formation and one in its open ing by 
chloride ion . Hence its formation is definitely exclude~ 
i n t his case. 
Confirma tion of t his conclus ion was obt o. ined by the 
conversion of par tia lly act:i ve e:r_,y_~Q-3- chloro-2- butanol 
to partially a ctive 2,3-dichlorobutaneC19). Loss of optica l 
activity would have been the re sult if thB cyclic interme -
dia te were i nvolved, for it possesses a plane of synrnetry. 
At the time t his investiga tion wa s carried out optica lly 
active 2 , 3- butanediol was not availab l e and t he part i a lly 
a ctive chlorohydrin s were obtained by partia l res ol u tion 
with brucine. Their optical pur i t y was onl y a few per cen t. 
Since the opti ca lly pur e e r y_t hro -3-chlor o- 2-butanol i s nm1r 
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avai l able t hrous h t he act ive 2 , 3-but o.nediol , the above r e-
a ction wa s r epeated wi t h t he O •Ji~-ic n ll" ·11 1 -nc .-.,'"~- e -,-· i·,, 1· +he 
..!... ""' ,..J.... .... , _ -- -- ~.i J...., ~- • .J. .. ~c .. v _,...... o~ ~ u 
previous res~l t ~a s confirued . The opt ically a ct i ve 2,3-di-
chlorobut ane obtained had physica l properties a greeing fair -
l y ·well v.Ji t h t he previous values f or the DL compmmd. On the 
= 
basi s of the khown lack of fornation of t he cyclic ion in the 
work described above, it was decided to carry out t he chlor -
ination of 1( t ) - 2- chloro-l- propanol with the same rea gent and 
under exactly the same conch tions, so that a theoretical com-
parison of the two syste~s could be made directly without 
serious question as to differences in rea ction environment. 
Of t he possible resonance forms of' the chloroniurn ions 
corresponding to the butylene and propylene chlorohydrins 
(Fig.5 ) , t he forms Ia and Ib, having the largest number of 
covalent bonds, would be expect ed to be the l a r gest contri-
butors. The pre sence of a methyl group on either of the 
carbon atoMs of the cycle should tend to stabilize the r eso -
nance structures having a positive charge or a double bond 
on the carbon adjacent to t he methyl group through the aper-
ation of hyperconjugation Va and Vb. The positive charge is 
effectively distributed throughout t he methyl group and the 
energy of t he structure is lmvered. Let us now compare the 
effects in the butylene and propylene systems. In the buty-
lene system the energies of all three of the less cont ributing 
forms IIa, IIIa, and IVa are lowered since t he hyperconjuga -
tion effe ct operates in e a ch. In the ca se of I Va both methyl 
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groups contribute to the lowering, producing in eff ect a 
triply conjuga ted s ystem. Obviously, the energies of Ila 
and IIIa are lowered in E}qual amovnts. In the propylene 
system, on the other hand, the methyl ca:r1not operate effec-
tively in IIIb, and only one methyl is operating in IVb, so 
that the total stabilizing effect of the single methyl here 
is considerably less than that of the two methyls in the 
butylene systemo Thus the propylene chloronium ion should 
be less stable than the butylene chloronium iono Under the 
same conditions of reaction, then, its formation should be 
less likely, and since it has been shown that the butylene 
chloroniu.m ion does not form under these conditions it follows 
that none of the less stable propylene chloronium ion was 
formed, and that the as:yr:rnetric center was not involved in 
the reaction. Therefore t he final product ha s t he sane con-
figuration as the 1( t )-2-chloro-l-propanol fro r:l which it wa s 
prepared and is therefore optically pure ~(-)-1,2-dichloro­
propane. 
Little is known about t he type of activated complex pre-
ceedj_ni; the formation of a cycli c chloronium ion. It se ems 
very likely, houever, that t he f ormation of the activated 
coDplex would pl a ce soDe positive char ge at t he carbon atom 
adjacent to the one to which the chlorine wa s ori c; inally 
attached, so that the hyperconjugative effect of the methyl 
group on t he a ctivated complexes would be expected to be 
sir:1ilar to the effect on the chloronium ions thems elves. 
-84-
Before the experimental confirnation of the optical 
purity of the ~(•)-2-chloro-l-propanol was obtained the re-
sult wa.s predicted from considerat ion of the reactions in-
valved. The optical purity of the ~- chloropropionic acid 
wa s t hought to be high because t!1e observed rotation corres-
ponds m~hly t o that previously recorded at a different wave 
length.* Thi s observed rotation is so~ewhat higher than that 
of o< -chloropropionic acid obtained previously from the same 
source, using sodium hypobromite as t he oxidizing agent. The 
acid t hus obtained had ~- ~5 - 14.2°. The preparation of 
~-chloropr opionyl chloride from ~ -chloropropionic acid and 
t hionyl ch loride has been re ported to give an optically pure 
1 . -!- ' .L proc l cC 1.;, out.. so far as is knovm no syntheses of si::-1ple opti-
cally active acid chlorides have been reported with benzoyl 
chloride, whi ch 13ives higher yie lds with .x- ha lo-a cids( 2l). 
It was fotmd in parallel experi::-aents vii t h partially active 
material that benzoyl chloride and thionyl chloride save 
nearly the same result with regard to optical purity of 
t11e product, with t he benzoyl chloride slightly superior. 
In view of the known tendency of ~-bromopropionic acid to 
raceuize(22 ), it might be thoueht that some racemization of 
t he active Vo< -chloropropionic acid might ta ke place at the 
elevated te~perature of the reaction. It has been shown, 
however, that active chloropropionyl chloride is optically 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -
* It may be of interest that t his is apparently the 
first tir:ie that the rotation of optica lly pure o< -chloropro -
pionic acid J:.~as 1Cee)1 measured with sodilt'.11 li ght. Freudenberg, 
· 2") ~ i f I 1 1 · · · ' Kuhn and Bu:-nann _) I 01_111a .:.. or ~-o(-cn_oroprop:1onic acia. ~ 57~0 = -19. 30°. If the rotat~ry dis persion of chloropro-
nionic acid \ti.ere the . same as that of o<.-bro:,:opro pionic acid 
~t his v1ould corres pond. to o< f55 -18.5. 
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stable under conditions which racemize o<.. -bromopropj_onyl 
bromide(24). 
The lithirnn aluminum hydride reduction was a source of 
considerable uncertainty in planning the reaction sequence . 
Compara tively little is knovn1 about the mechanism of the 
reaction or the nature of the react ing species in the mixture. 
There appeared to be several undesirable possibilities. 
Since the ether solution of the lithium. aluminum hydride 
aonsti tutes a highly basic mediur.1 and the addition of water 
after the reaction to destroy excess hydride results in a 
strongly basic aqueous solution there was a possibility of 
epoxide forma tion fron the chlorohydrin formed in the reaction . 
In addition chloride ion or lithium chloride ion- pairs might 
racer.~tize either tte Q(..-chloropropionyl chloride or the 2-chloro-
1-propanol by direct attack. I n order to Minimi ze t~ese pos-
sibilities the reaction was carried out at o° C. and the tiMe 
was kept as short as possible: 20 s i nute s for addition of 
the acid cl·;lor i de, 15 :ni nutes for stirring, and 5 minutes 
for acidification. Direct raceLlization se emed unlikely since 
the reaction seer1ed to take place i mi::aedia tely iNith the forma.-
ti on of a ·white precipitate, probably t he li thi "Ur.1 or alurairn.Lrn 
a lcoholate of t he desired product. If sone oxide were formed 
it ~ i ght do no harm other than to lower the yield of desired 
product. l ~ o~ever , it might react with chloride ion pr e sent 
to form a rn i~cture of 2-chloro-l-propanol and l-chloro-2-
propanol with the latter predominating. It was hoped that 
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the short reaction tine would mini~ize this possibility alsoe 
Any o~ide formed would have the ~-configuration, since one 
inversion accompanies its formation fro~ the 2-chloro-1-
propanol. ..Che 2-chloro-1-propanol formed by the opening of 
the oxide ring at the secondary carbon atoD would thus have 
the L configuration and would be identical with the desired 
product. The predominating isomeric l-chloro-2-propanol 
would have the Q-confi guration since no inversion accompanies 
its foruation fro~ the oxide, the attack being at the primary 
carbon atom. If any of this product were formed it would 
+- . 11 ' +- " to f - +h ~ ~ " I ( ' 1 0 ,. - 1 s t.,l __ oe expec l,SCL orm "-'··e ces J_rea d - ; - ..... ~ cc. -a icn __ oropro-
pane in the final step since chlorination at the secondary 
carbon ato~ would be expected to proceed with inversions 
Eowever, there is evidence that l-chloro-2-propanol was not 
forDed to any appreciable extent, because no lower-boiling 
fraction corres ~--i onding to it was encountered during careful 
fractiona l_ distillation of 2-chloro-l-propanol, the 
product of the reactiono Also, the physical properties 
ct ec!:>:ed closely with those of Dl!-2-cb.loro-l-propanol. lfore -
over, two separate preparations had closely agreeing rotations, 
vi__s., o( fi5 -t l9.1'?0 and i-18.92°. 
A more detailed discussion of some of the reactions may 
be of interest fror:i the s:mthetic standpoint. A considerable 
n1ITTber of sma ll scale experiments were carried out wi th the 
nitric acid oxidation of butylene chlorohydrin in order to 
obtain a workable synthe tic procedure. The optimum tenperature 
was not determined exactly, but a catalyst was foi.md to be 
07 
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unnecessary and the reaction proceeded s~:ioothly i n the 
neighborhood of 85-90° C. The reactioc apparen tly had an 
induction period of several ~inutes characteristic of most 
:'1i tric acid oxidations; if too rrruch chlorohydr in was added 
I 
at the start to the hot nitric acid the reaction became 
violent after a few minutes. (The reverse order of addition 
was not tried.) Once the reaction was properly started, 
however, the temperature could be mainta i ned in the proper 
range by regulating t he rate of addition of tlle chloro-
hydrin, 1Ni th pe r haps occe.sio::wl zentle cooling . Even so, 
the ~eaction is probably slow or has several stages. In 
order to avoid the appearar1ce of green coloration and sub-
stances of intermediate boiling point in the final crude 
product it was necessary to maintain t he reacting temper-
ature for about half an hour after all the chlorohydrin had 
been added. It was found convenie nt to separate the wator-
soluble chloropropionic acid by salting out with sodiu!n sul-
fate, which also reduced tLe acidity of the solution, f ollowed 
by ether extraction. If the f ina l heating tine was cut short 
the oxidation reaction would sometimes start again after 
strip:oing off the ether and starting the distillation of the 
final product. It wa s also f ound necessary to provide a 
t 
conitan t gentle stirring of the reaction ~ixture in order to 
prevent violent bm1pinr; froE1 supersaturation of the rerlction 
~ixture by the nitrogen oxides formed in the reaction. ~he 
yield was lr:iproved b::~ opera ting under nn efficient reflux 
condenser to preven t t he stream of nitrogen dioxide from 
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carrying mvny product. '.L'he r;ethod ap~)ears to be a practical 
::me for the preparat ion of optically act i ve e>< -chl.oropropionic 
acid, since no resolution is required. The yield is much 
better t han that of the hypobro~ite method, the figure s be ing 
forty-one percent and sixteen percent, respectively. In 
addition, the nitric acid oxida tion gives an optically pure 
produc t, whereas the produc t of the hypobromite oxidation 
has an optical purity of about eighty-two pe rcent. The nitric 
acid oxidation is also simpler to perform. 
It mi ght be supposed that r ed~ction of the ~-chloro -
prop ionic acid directly vd th li thiurn aluminum hydride would 
be a practical procedure. In a recent study of the reduction 
of chloroacetic acids with this reagent, however, it was 
reported that whi le chloroacetic acid itself gave only 
thirteen per cent yield, t he methyl ester gave thirty-seven 
percent, and the acid chloride gave six t y-two percent. In 
the present wor k reduction of both ~- chloropropionic acid 
and ~-chloropropionyl chloride were attempted. The yields 
wi t h the acid, using t wo slightly different procedures, were 
abou t t we lve and fi fte en percent. With t he acid chloride 
however, t he yields were about sixty-five percent. Since the 
acid chloride could be made from the acid in yields of 
seventy to eiBht y percent the latter method was chosen. The 
prepara tion of the acid chloride offered a great deal of dif-
ficulty at first. Many modifications of the t hionyl chloride 
method were tried, including a mor e recent one involving re-
action in an ether solution( 25). But the yield never exceede4 
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a bout thirty per cent. ·;'/hen carefully purified thionyl 
ci-1loride VJas used, t he yield was only a bout eleven percent. 
,.,,h 1 1 hl • , t' , ~ e Jenzoy c , oriae me noa, on the other hand, vms f ound to 
give r..1uch higher yields, depending rather strongly on the 
ratio of benzoyl chloride to ~-chloropropionic acid. 
One preparation of optically active 2- chloro-l-propanol 
has been reported previously( 26) . Hydro gen chloride was 
added to allyl amine to for r.1 the chloroarnine, vrhi ch was re-
solved as the tartrate salt. Treatoent of the active 2-
chloro-1-ao ino-propane with nitrous acid gave a product which 
was thought to be 2-chloro-1-propanol. The observed rotation 
of the product was only • 9.26°. It see~s likely that the 
nitrous acid reaction was accompanied by sone rearrangement. 
It was later reported by Smith and Platon(27), who repeated 
the experimental work, t hat t he product was a :11ixture of 
nearly equal pa rts of 2-chloro-l-propanol and l-ct loro-2-
propanol. 
'.2hc opt i cn 1 puri t ~ ·' of ~ ( - ) -1 , ~?- c:. ic ~.1loropropnne is be-
, · a , c" li eved to be rea sonably high, prob2bly aoou~ 75~ · I f' it 
1:·1ere as su.1ed to :.:ie 97;_; optica 11:' ) Ure , on t he basis t hat no 
raceuiza tion took pla ce a t t he l a st step, ~ ~5 would be 
-6.070. AtteMp ts to obt a in oxide directly fro m dic hloride 
were unsuccessful ; consequently it was not possible to con-
fir~ the optica l purity of the f inal product. 
Optica l ly active 2,3-butanediol, the starting point for 
these researches, was kindly supplied by Dr. C. A. Ledingham, 
Director, and Drs. A. C. Neish and J. A. l'Yheat, of the Nation-
al Research Council of Canada. The auttor wishes to express 
his tt:anks for this courtesy. 
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L( -t) -erythro-3-Chloro-2-butCJ.nol . - This compoilll.d was pre-
pared as previously describedC 6 ) from redistilled D(-)-2 3-
= ' 
butanedio l ( °' ~5 -12.83°). From 360 g. (4.0 moles) of active 
glyco l vwre obtained 218 g. ( 53;; overall yield) of chloro-
hydrin,~J£5 t- 9'.07. RedistilJ_ation of a portion at 30 mm . gave 
, c::;c::; 9 i::6 lo 25 1 L1302 rr.11 25 o ')20 o. p. _, _, • - _, • , DD _ • .,.. 7 _ 'r-JD .,. 7 o L.. ·- o In addition, after 
fractionally distilling the higher boiling material through 
a 60- cm. column fi lled with glass helices, there were obtained 
70.9 g., 1 5% yield , of 3-chloro-2-acetoxybutane, b.p. 69 ; 5-69.9° 
( 30 inr1:) , and 18 .1 g. of' an interrnedia te fraction. 
~(-) ""Q(-Chloropropionic Acid, - This was prepared in sev-
eral batches, in order to oaintain ~ore precise control over 
the reaction. A typical run is descrj_bed. In a three-necked 
500-ml. flask fitted with reflux condenser, dropping funnel, 
and stirrer were placed 60-nl. (1. 3 moles ) of concentrated 
nitric acid and 15 ml. of watere The nitric acid solution 
was heated to 85°, a few crystals of sodium nitrite vvere added, 
and 32.4 g . (30.4 ml., 0.30 :moles) of ~~)-.?1vthr...Q-3-chloro-2-
butanol were added with slow stirring . At the start only a 
* ~icroanalyses were by A. Elek. The individual steps 
in the preparation of 1,2-dichloropropane were worked out 
usinr; inactive ma ter:i.als. Then a co::1plete preliminary run 
starting uith ~-chloropropionic acid having 6~ activity was 
carried out before working with the optically pure ~aterial. 
In [eneral the rotations of the opticully pure compounds were 
found to be in agree:::1ent with tlwse predicted on the basis 
of these preliminary experiments. 
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few dro? S ~ere a~ded until the reac t ion had s tarted , as 
evidenced by t he evolu tion of nitrogen dioxide . The addi-
tion wa s then beg1m , very slowl7 at first and t hen rnore 
ra~iidly e.s the reaction rJro[res secL It r:a s :~·onnc..1 t hat the 
cou ld be 02intained with 
slight cool ing if aCrlition of t he chlorohyCri~ wa s a t a rate 
of a bout 1 nl. per rnnute. 7o','JCt:::'c°L t Le last t he react:Lon 
s 1 owed and it vms necessary to a<: d t he ch lorollyc.lrin '.'1ore 
rapid l y to maintain the to~perature. The additi on required 
about b:enty ~ninutes . 'I'he mi:-:-ture 1,·vas kept at a tout 85° 
:f' or t v.1e ::-1ty uinutes af ter the addition.* Anhydrous sodiurn 
sulfate was added slowly, wi th stirring , t o t he cooled re -
a ction nixture until so~e s olid reuained. This served a 
do11ble purpo se in re0.uc ing acidity and sal ·Unf: out t he crude 
product , nhich separated a s a li gh t creen upper layer. The 
phases were sepRr a t ed , and the aqueous pha se was extracted 
tui ce with ether. ~he ether extracts Ticre co~bined with the 
crude p1'oduct nnd d1°ied over nagnesinrJ sl~lf::1. te . .l'he material 
fro~--1 the se nnro.te nms vws co;lbincd anc'. cl.ist:U.lcc1 i n one 
>~ ;3 epo.r~ 2. t e e:·~]Je1~ :L :'.~1e11t s s1101\1ec1 tl~n t 0t·cl1l or op1~opioni c 
acid was reaso~nbly stable toward hot nitri c ac i d of this 
co11centration containinL nitrogen oxides . Lans e r hea ting 
after t:·.:e accE ti on, to conplE::te:~ the oxiua ti on of inter-
'"C1 ~~:'l+0 ~,...,,-f") oc"·'c+·s r:~1·c· 1'.1 + :·,c c~es-!-(? ..-.:·) l e 
· ''·' ~.LU. V0 i J J. ) . \,: V, ' i i_,.l V ).;" ·' - • ~- ~ 0. f. - . 6 
_C)?-
/~ 
y i eld) 0 4--. AJ "i -, • • • ., •i ~ -cn~oro~rop1on1c acia, 
~.p . 67.0-69.5° (5 ;·ri"J. ). '.::'his ~Jo.t::;rinl :·1ay have been slif;ht-
ly i nplE'e but \-7:.c>.s found to t.;i ve e. pl~Tc acid c_1loride and v1as 
used directly. ~bout five ml. were refractionated throuch 
a s~nall Vic;realn: colur;m of ten theoretical plates. The main 
fraction had b.pe 80. 7-2.0.9° (10 mn.), Q~5 l.4335, o<. ~5 -17.56°, 
[cxJfi5 -13.98°. 
_!: (to) ~o£-Chloropropionyl Chloride. - A nmnber of mod if ica-
tions of the thionyl ch loride !:1ethod were a tte!:lpted, but the 
yielc. could not be :made to exceed a bout 3 5JZ. Carefully pu:ri-
( Q ' fied thionyl chloride 20 J wa s found to give loTier yields. 'A 
partially activ~"? acid , 4. 54 r;. of inactive acid plus 1.4 g. of 
actj_ve acid, o<: t5 -2.95°, equivalent to 6.0 g. (0.05'5 :noles) 
cl. -ct.tloropropionic aciC. ot£ 5 -0. 72° ( calc.) , 4 .1~: active 9 vras 
re . +'} 11veal Llt:;' y,,·i111 1 1·e'" i'1it1,.: 1 0 -.,,,1 (1,:.o· r: , . () 11.! 1"0l'-'c )' .l . C.• • h , _, .,1 ~ ;_ v ~ , . -- L - .~ ··" 0 ~ c ,.J l, o ' -· o -1· L•! ~ o::> of rn: ri-
~ioC t hionyl chloride. Distillation znvo l 0 ,., C)(), vield 
-- I) / h • ' '- / / ... ..... --~ c- ' 
b.p. 9o-99°, et g5 +0.20°, 3o7~, :=:tctivo on basis that the acid 
2i::-;' . 0 
cL.loric'. e, <X i)/ -t ~. 40 , is opticall:t pl;.2:'0 . 
:Jenzoyl ct.l o ric..~e c;avc :rields of 70-80;; in an exc:-ia.nge 
reaction anC. ·r:as thus much superioro ·:.:'he proparc:.tion wns 
C(·.1r_,..,. ,_·,001. 0 1 ·+ 0 ~ ~esc,..,ihnd( 2 1 ) l-~~~~ 1 ~3 r ~- ........ L.l'.J Cr..0 1,... .,, J......._µ..._,, .. ? !.0...!.... .l.tb -/ bQ (1.13 :-i10les) of 
:Jenzoyl cl1l0Tic'le i'oi-· 42.J r;. (Ool+5 t1.oles ) of cit -chloropropionic 
c:~cid. '..:'Le r.mterin l o·otat.ned by c~irect dist:Lllation fron the 
1~ 0 ..,c ·H 011 ~.., i· x+1-,..,E' 1)01· 1 eel a ·I- ' ,n_,... c:o t 180 r .,,,, ) anc" ;w~ s 1~eo .. 1· s-
- <;:,, CA. u -'- • _. u ,_ _ _r.. ,, •. ..,_ "" ~ V (~ v 0 .) \ ~~ .ti.i.l 8 L J.. - .l ~. 0.. t- -
tilled; l'VE:d.§':ht 5 3'7.4 g., 72~ ; yield~ b.p. 69.1-70.1° (200 mm .), 
ni55 l.4369, o< E5 +:).4o0 9E>"JiJ5 • 4.3°. 
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( 6 ~ 4 >~ ac tive ; was conve:cted to the a cid cLloride b3r tl1e ben-
zoyl chloride method , yi0ld, 50.7 c ., 82~1 , b.p. 68.8-70 .00 
is o:pt:1- cnlly pure . The 
eschnnge reaction rwuld see:"'.i , on t lle basis o:C' the a.~1proxi-
·aate re sults wit~ par tially active oateri&ls, t o give better 
optica l results t~ an does tldonyl cl~loride. 
~( • )-2 -Chloro-l-propanol . - The procedure 11sed was nda,ted 
froc; that pI·i::;viou s ly des cr:L bed for the rodt:.ction of chloro-
acetic ncids ( 29). In a three-neckcct 50C-~l. flas k fitted 
y,ii th reflux conc~en ser, stirrer , and dro p·•)ing f'unne 1 were 
;:>laced J.42 r' c· n °0 r·10' es ')or ' o • J o / , \. ..L ~~ ' 9 r_ 1J excess) of li thiri ... ':1 ahE1inum 
;-;y(ric:e ancl 12 5 :·,11 . o:I.' dr:r other. 'ihe :1i:i:turc wu. s ref luxod 
for t hree Lours to e::.' :'..'c ct sol.v .. t ion. In the clro~Jpinf:; funnel 
were )lace 18. 8 g. (C.1 5 moles) of ol -chloropropionyl chlor ide o 
Whan a few drops of the acid chlor ife were added to the ether 
solu tion wi th vigorous stirring a vl1it e precipitute appeared. 
'i'he react i on nixt ure \.'va s then cooled to oo for tl:e re .ia inder 
of tlw a dC: ition, 1vhich na s co ;-.1pleted in t wenty rn. ihuteso '::2he 
'.
1  i }~. t llr e- ·1''·.1 a s s ·t i r rec" ..L'0 0 r J .. s rn i Y1lJ. J .. e s a nc" 
• - o - <C - , - - / J: 1~u "V ·, ' " J, then a few nl . of 
wa t er nere added carefully but as rapidly a s consistent with 
the avo i dance of a violent reaction. This was fo llowed, 
again rapidly, with an excess of 105: sulfuric aci6. * ~he 
u ~ per phase wa s se oarated and the aaueous oortion extracted 
" ,, 
* lhe ooorations were carr ied out rapidly to minimize 
the possibiliiy of oxife formation o 
- ~: L1--
t~ice witt isopropyl ether . ~he ez tracts were co2bined 
r:i t1:1 the cr1., c'.e chlorohyc1.r in and d :::'ied over ~:m gnesiua s v_l-
67~; yield ~ of 2-chloro-1-propanol, iJ . p. 70.3-70 . 5: ~5 1.4365 , 
£~5 l.1C25 9 ol.. ~5 t l9. 1 '?0 , (o<}0 5 ·1-17.39°. ':Che s r:12llness of 
the fore-run , appro~:inat c ly 0 . 4 13., "j . p. 69.c)-70.3°, n~5 1.4345, 
l - chloro-2-propanol. A se cond prepar a t ion fro~ lG.4 g. of 
aciC:~ cl1loride f~nve 10. 24 g e, '72;.; yielcl.~ of c}~lorohydri:n, 
J 25 ~ n 020 [.-/] 25 ]_" l !'.'0 IA D i·.Lo. ') , """' D .,. _; • ..LO • 
l(-)~l, 2-Di c~loropropane. - fh e procedure used was t ta t 
(es cr ibed for 2,3-chchlorobutane C19). The -~'1i.onyl chloride 
h , , ., 11 · -· · d ( r:> 8 ) -, , · , · " I 1 . aQ oeen care1 lL ~-Y pur i1 ie ,_ • 'j_ne pyricn ne 1:vo.s ~ .. erc tt re-
agent grade, fresh l y distilled. In a 200-~l . three-necked 
flas k fi tted with reflux condenser, dropping funne l, and 
stirrer were placed 9.45 g. (8.5 ml ., 0.10 ~ole s) of 1( +)-2-
chloro-1-propanol and 17.5 g. ( 0.22 moles) of pyridine. From 
t t e dro p?ing funnel were added with vigorous stirring 19. 6 g. 
(11.6 nl., 0.20 uoles) of thionyl chloride over a period of 
about forty r.'.l inutes. Dnring the addition the flask 1Nas kept 
in a water bath at roor:1 tenpera tur c. The stirrine; vra s contin-
ued for twenty minutes after the addition. ~he flask wa s 
then placed on a s~ea~ bath for two hours, during which time 
the volune of the upper dichlor i de layer increased and the 
lower layer beca~e quite dark. The flas ~ was then a l lowed 
t o cool to room te~perature, and the upper light yellow layer 
was poured off. The lower black layer wa s diluted with about 
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half its volrn~e of wa t er and ext r a cted twice with ether. It 
wa s found necessary to extract s:mll portions at o. time wi th 
lar ge volumes of ether to avoid eoulsion f orma tion. The ether 
extracts were conbined with the cr ~ld e proch~ct , e::nd extracted 
four ti~es with 6 K hydrochloric a cid, t wice with wa t er, and 
dried over po tassiun carbonate. Dis til lat i on was made t hrough 
-'[- 1..-.8 S '.0 "11 \fi' r.- r e~1"~7 co lir-n• 1 ' 1 C>~ r;-h ·t 4 r::'') 0 ' Jl i. " . J. 0 .. - b a .·· . .i\. _._ L-~ ... 1 ' ~. ~ J_o.ll ' 9 .,,: r.. b 0 ? 
(747 r:1rr1.) ') r::' Ylh) _, 
-.1. 
The 
J;:;C- )- 2, 3-Dichloro butane, - 'I' his wa s }Jrepa:::'ec~ as p:.r' evious ly 
c hloro -2-~n::.t sno l v1e :rc obta i~1.ed ~'. 74 
1~ l - · '' , h r'1 " r.::- 1 30 ( co C !, .orJ.ae , .. • p. ,;~_ . . c:. -_, __ . • u '']7·1 ) 
·- • '.1.. ' 
g . ' 21. 7~ y ield, of di-
1.4406 , 1~5 1 . 1047, 
I 2 r::: 0 2r·' 
_, -/ 0" 4""l r:] ' rq:' 650 
-.. D - d) • .) ' Lo< D / - c:'. ; • • The p~ysica l constants che ck 
closely t hose of D~-3-chloro-2-butanol, no t those of' t he rneso 
isomer(l9). 
l-Chloro-2-propanol by Hydrat ion of Allyl Chloride~ -
1 1 
.._ J-· " -· t. -· 11 ° +h t f D J ( ~O) 
.L ne ~'.,1e t,_ioo_ 01 pre pars. :Lon 1 o~. - owect '"' "a o ewae _ _ _, • From 
336 g. ( 4.4 mo les) of allyl chloride were obt a ined 334 g., 
80.5% yield, of l-chloro-2-propanol. The product wa s f rac-
tiona t ed bvice t hrough a 110-cm. coll:mn filled wi t h gla ss 
helices. The f inal ma in f raction had b.p . 64.5° (75 s~.) , 
nE5 i.4366, i~5 i.1075. 
2-Chloro-1- propanol and l-Chloro-2-p~opanol from Pro-
pylene Ox i de an~ Iiydrochloric Acid, - The method of prepara-
tion wa s essentially t ha t u sed previously f or t he but ylene 
* The prepara tion and separation of t he inactive pr o-
pylene chlorohydrins were performed by Dr. ii . K. Ua~ner . 
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, 1 , -, . (J o ) en oronyarins - / • From 290 g. ( 5.0 ~oles) of propylene 
ox ide were obtained 421.5 c., 89.7~ yield, of mixed chloro-
hydrins. Two distillations through a 110-cm. column filled 
with glass helices gave sDa ll fractions of the relatively 
pure iso~ers, having cons tant bo ilin~ points when refrac-
tionated through t :he s:Jall Vigreaux colurnn. The lower-boil-
ing fraction, l-chloro-2-propanol, b.p. 64.7° ( 75 l-:1.m.) _, had 
nB5 i. 4368; t t.e higher boiling :rr2ction, 2-c111oro-1-propano1, 
, - 2h' 70 .3° (75 :-:irn .),, hao_ Qr),1 1.4367. 
3,5-Dinitrobenzoate of 2-Chloro-1-propanol, - In a 500-ml. 
flask were n i xed 132 g . ( 0 . 60 ~oles) of freshly prepared 
3, 5-dinitrooenzo~.rl chl oride D.nd 57. 5 g. ( 0. 61 ::1 oles ) of 2-
chloro-1-propanol ( several of tho hi~her boiling fractions 
fro::i the above sepo. ration ). l'he reaction ::1ixtnre VJas heated 
gradually to abou t 120° over a per iod of aba~t 45 minutes, 
then to 140° for another 10 minutes. ?he mixture was cooled 
and poured into 500 ;ril. of' dilute notassiur:.1 carbonate solu-
tion, stirred unt il the ~ass solidified, colle~ted by suction 
f il tra ti on and \;ashed ; weir;ht 167 g. ( 965.; yield ), n. p. 67-73 °. 
Three recrystalizations from ethanol gave 100 g., rn.p. 78.0-78.3°. 
Anal. C Lll r.::'9. 
' I G ,,) ' 
H, 3.14; N", '). 70; 
Cl, 12.30. 
1
',0 1 ·m.d·. C 4 , 6fi· f. 3 1°· i.r 0 7" · Cl 12 ...,0 
.rL. , ~..Lo •-• .t. ' . 7,.;.·~ 5 /•I, ,-.•5• 
Recovery of 2-Chloro-1-propanol fr om the Este~ - In a 
1-li ter flnsk fitted 111i th reflux condenser with a dry-ice trap 
at the condenser outlet were placed 400 ~l. (445 g., 4.2 uole s) 
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of diethylene gl ycol and 50 g . (0.25 noles) of R-toluene-
sulfonic acid . '2:'he systen i:ws evacuated to 3 r:rJ. nnd the 
Dixture nas refluxe0 to resove wat~r. To the cooled u ixture 
were t hen added 100 g. ( C. 3 5 :-0101.es) of the 3, 5-dini tro ben-
zoate ester . ~hen 55 g . of liquic had been collected in the 
trap the ~a t eria l coming over •as apoarently lar gely rtioxane, 
a l thongh it gave a pos i th1 e cl~lorine test. C::alciu111 chloride 
wa s added and t he nixture was ex trqcted with et_ er. The 
ether extracts were dried with ca lciun chloride and fraction-
n.ted. The first f ro.ction, 17.2 g ., had b.p . 40-68° at 75 mm. 
'.rhe fina l f r a•·tion , 14. 1 g . 7 had b.p. 70.4-70.5° at 75 !Trr:1.J 
n25 1 4~63 The fina l and internediate fractions were t hen 
-D - . ·... . 
~ +- - , '"' ,." • - ' .c> t 1 11 . . , . rrorn t he e s~ er ana 25~ y1el6 ~or 118 over-a _ pur1f1ca c1on 
star t i ng with the ~igh-bo i l inc f r ac tions from the mi x t ure. 
1'h_.P._. ··.1 ::0.1"n r-~,, cJ-1'0,.-, -.) ~J '70 30 
_ _ ~ .._.., l U .,, t._., .!..! ' 1 e i . • t e 'J h d 25 l 43L0 ri25 , 1~20· _a ,_ nD __ • o , ~4 -'- • '"" , e 
Op tical Puri t y of L(•)-2-Chloro-1-propano~ - This wa s 
converted to the for2al of Q(-)-1,2-propanediol, without 
isola tion of any intermedi2tes (Fig . 4). Ac tion of' ba se 
would al~ost c ertainly produce firs t gC+ ) -1,2-epoxypropane, 
Jh ich would then hydrate (without lo s s of optical activity 
if the solution r e~a ins bas ic) to ~(- )-1,2-propanediol(lB). 
The f ori:wl can oe prepared c'.'. irectly fro·: t his c'. ilute solu-
tion of ;;lycol according to the r:1ethod of Lucas, :Titchell, 
and 8f'P l1y(l7) 0 
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l'o a so:!_u tion of 7. 8 g . ( 0.14 mole s) of sodiu'.11 hyd rox i de 
i n ~00 Ml. of wa ter were added 6.6 g . (0.07 moles) of the 
}1 . 1 o( 25 ,7 1'0 c . .-, ~oroprop o.no , D ·f-J_ • _o • Th e solution uas sea led in an 
aE1poulo and ;rnp t a t a·:Jout 50° f or forty-eight hours. The 
a Mpoule was oDened and the solut i on was neutral i zed and made 
approx i r;mt ely 0.\>5 f. in sulfuric acid. 'l'hen 4. 5 g . of para-
fo r maldehyde ( 0.15 moles as f ormaldehyde) were added. The 
solu tion Has r efluxed under a 60-crn . colurnn filled vdth glass 
heli ce s so t ha t t he f orDal could be re?1oved as it was formed. 
~~out six hours of refluxinc with i11 ter~ittent takeoff of t he 
forma l were required to co::t1plete the reaction. 'l' h e collected 
forMal wa s dried over potassi11m carbonate and redistilled; 
2 ..... 
yield 1. 8 g. ~ 33 5~, b.p. 84-85° (745 mm.), llD? 1.3971, 
-~ D25 ~O 06° (o<] 25 r:;l 1 o U(. -,,/ / $'- '} D -./ ··- G The s ai;1e fornal previously ob-
(CJ) E' o tained fro~ optic ~ lly pure 1,2-propanediol~ had b.p. 54.2 
(745 mm.), nfi5 1.3971, o( ~5 -5l.33°, [o<] j35 -52.4°. 'lhe opti-
cal purity of the present product was t hus about 97.4;'; . Since 
the opti~al purity of the original chlorohydrin was estima ted 
to be 97.5%, it is evident t ha t t here is no loss of optical 
activi t y in t he conversion of IV to VI, Pig. 3, or of VI to 
XI, Fie . 4. The results of Fig. 4 have a parallel i n the . 
butane series, for in the steps g ( - )-2, 3-buto.ned iol --+ 
butanediol- f or r,1al --) g ( -)-2,3-but:0inediol t he recovered 
•]} <lC 9c·· ,, t• L' 't ., t l • •.i-• 1 d' 1(3J) dlO _ .18. S J;. 1, OJ l'. 1.8 ac\,l Vl ,y 01 12 lrtl ula . lO . • 
Ci. s~nr:"1 irig that t l'. e l·~rc~ rolysis of t he ch lorol:yc'..rin and 
oxide are complete, the yield of forma l is less than that 
previously reporteaC17). Experi~ents witt inactive ~aterial 
_ oo_ 
/ / 
indicated that yields of about 70% could be obtained with 
r:mch less reflnxing of the renction n i xture if the hydroly-
sis and conversion to for~al were carried out in more concen-
trat ed solutions. 
Attempted Eydrolysis of 1,2-Dichloropropane, - The hydro-
lysis wa s a tte v-:ipted under diffEn·ent condi tions. Pa.si c hydro-
lysis was used, since t he basi c hydrolysis of the cpoxide has 
been found to give 1,2-propanediol of higher optical purity 
1-1 • " ' - 1 . ( 18) ~n an acia nyaro_ys is • In a typical run 2 g. ( 0. 02 :noles) 
of 1,2-dichloropropnne, 2 g. (0.06 ~oles) of potassium hydro-
x ide and 50 ml. of water were sealed i n an amnoule. After 
. ~ 
three days a t 50° the aMpoule was cooled and opened. There 
·was consic"1 er ablc pressure within; the iss1_:in[; inflarrrn.able 
gas had an olefinic odor. The r ecovery of the glycol was 
atte~'l~)ted t hroug!1 its for~ial (17~ 'i'he sol1;.t ion vms [1Rde a cid 
nnd t he '-:ie thanol rer;1oved by fractionation. Ha ter vim s added 
to make tr'.e voJ_ur:1e abou t 50 ml., t he solntion 1sas mnde O. 05 f. 
in sulfuric acid, and 1 g. of paraforoa ldehyde (0.04 ~oles of 
foroaldehyde) was added to convert any elycol to the corres -
ponding for ~:ml. Fractionation of t:-1e res;. l.t ing solu tion 
tbroug~ a 60- cm. Co l_u:-·',n f'1_· lleQ" '·"·1-_i th r· l"' SS hel 1· C8S 1101n1ever 
- ' ._ ~ - - • - 6 "- ' d - ' - ·' , ' 
failed to cive any ~nterial boiling lower than 99°. The boil-
noi·nt 0° ·the ~or~c, i·r 84° !"' .1..!.. .1. .1. ... .._ J1.1. Ct...L t.::> ' e The hydrolysis was repea ted sev-
eral tines, using about the sa~e con centra t ions of base and 
dichloride, with water alone, aqueous dioxane and aqueous 
me thanol as solvents and with heating periods up to ten days, 
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and temperatures as h i gh as 80°. In no case was any for~a l 
obtained. Ana la gous r esvlts have be en reported by Gaudet 
and SchenkerC32) wi t h alcoholic potassium hydroxide, t he pro-
duc ts bf; ing l a r ce ly c".'.-L loropropenes . The glycol has been ob -
tained from t he di chloride at higher teoperatures and pres-
sures ( 33), but hydrolysis under such dr as tic condi tions rJOul d 
be quite likely to resul t i n raceu ization. 
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PART III 
ZERO-PO I NT VIJJHATIONAL CONTRIBUT IONS TO THE OPTICAL AC'TIVITY 
OF' ISOTOPICb.LLY ASYMLrETRIC I.'IO LECULES 
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~Bi LO-POHJ'i' VIBl-lll. ~IOIJAL co1;TH i bUTI O?S '10 '_;_'EE OPI'ICAL ACTI VITY 
OF I SCl'OPIC:1LLY ASY°.'. .'2. IETRIC IIOLECULES 
tQ 'l'a_k::e into Account Ze ro-Point 'Vibrational Effe_g_ts 
The long-standing ques ·~ ion a :r'1.ong orcanic chemis ts con-
cerning the possibility of finding optical activity in a 
11101.ecule who se asymmetry is due only to the presencE: of 
d ifferent isotopes of the s aMe atom has r e cent l y been ans -
wered i n t he affirmative. fhe coLlpounds prepared n e r e as 
f ollows: o( -deu teroethyl:Jenzene ( 1) , 
D 
I 
-C-CH 
I 3 
H 
[ l:i r o o< = - O. 30 ± tJ. Pil D 
by the red1.:i.ction of optically active cX - chloroethyl benzene 
11 i t h lithium a luminum deutericle and li thh1m deuteride; 2 ,3-
dideutero-t r_'ill!?.,-ment hane ( 2 ) , 
r 12s- . , L cX D = -o. 0 q :J: 0. ~I 
by the reduction of active tr_gps-J2.-menthene with deuterium; 
and 2-deutero-trans-n-menthane(3), 
[ ]2.' 4 0 o< =- O.d 'f z I). ();l 
0 
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by the redlwtion of 1-r'lerthyl 12-toluenesulfona te ·with lithium 
aluninun deuteride. The observed rotat ions are qui te small, 
but are larger t han could reasonably be ascribed to obser-
va tional errors or to opt ically act ive i upuri ties. Since t he 
compovnds were all hydrocarbons they could be sub,j ected to 
fairly vigorous treatmen t to ensure t he renoval of such 
i mpurities. In the ca se of~ -deuteroethylbenzene, the com-
pound was acetylatcd by a Friede l-Crafts reaction. The re-
sulting ketone and its carefully purified oxime were f o11nd 
to have s~a ll but definite rotat ions. The existence of the 
phenonenon is t hus fairly well established. 
'l'he optical activity of t hese cm1pounds probably arises 
larzely from the difference in t he optical proper ties of 
~1ydrogei1 c..nd deuterimn (or perhaps rno re properly, of the 
C-E and C-D bonds ). ~ h is dif ference is evident in the dif-
ferences between the observed polarizabilities of correspond-
ing hydro gen and deu teriun. cor:ip ounds( 4 ). The difference in 
polarizability can be accounted for on the basis of t he dif-
ference between the vibra tional ei genfunctions of hydrocen 
and deuterium, owi ng to the differ ence in mass of tLe tVJo 
nuclei . ':ihe electronic wave functions of the two are un-
d01..frJ tedly the same to a very hi gh order of approxi ma tion, as 
is therefore the variation of the polarizability with inter-
atomic distance. But the hydro gen nucleus, being lighter, 
is "spread out 11 more in its potential by its zero-point vi -
bra. tional energy. In general, this 11 s preading11 , conb ined 
with t he variat i on of t he polarizability wi th interatomic 
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distance, will produce a difference in the observed polari-
zabilities of pairs of isotopically different iated molecules. 
In the case of non-rigid compounds such as o( -deutero-
ethylbenzene another effect could operate5 the potential of 
internal confor~"1ation could be asymmetric because of the dif-
ference in the hinderin~ of internal rotation by hydrogen 
and deuterium. {\.n asyr:i;r.etric potential function i;'1ould, of 
course~ result in an average asym~1etric cor1forna tj_on. There 
is no experi~ental evidence t hat t his occurs to an appreciable 
e~-::tent, hov1evcer, a::1d ;:;pc h an effect 1·! 01,_Jd nlL:ost cert~inly be 
e TceecJ.:Lncly s nall. It r1as considerec'. to b E:; necligib:l.e in 
the present µork. 
The problem of det er~ining t he zero-poin t vibrational 
contributions to o, tical rotation will be tr ea t ed by uod ify ing 
Kirkwood's ori t:ina l t heor:r so as to ta~rn into account expli-
citly t he fact tl1at the quantitic:s of interest nust actually 
be expectation va lues over t he vibrational ground state of 
the entire mole Gu.le. It ·will be ass1J.ro.ed that the electronic 
and nuclear motions are separable and that vibrational states 
above the ground state are not sufficiently populated to make 
a significant contribution. The application of this general 
treatment to isotopic substitution will express the optical 
rotation in terms of the difference between the ground state 
v i brationnl eisenfunctions of isotopica lly dLCferentiated 
gr01:cps. 'I'he t heory YJill then be specialized to t~;.e si;~1ple 
case of tr"e su1Js ti tut ion of i1~~drogen for deuterium. 
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~he startinc point of the sodification is taken as 
Kirkwood's equation (3 2 ) for g0 , before averaging over all 
spatial configurations of t he molecule: 
'N:i_ere a1 , a2, and a3 are three vectors defining a coordinate 
syste~ fixed in space, and t he symbol ( ) av. indicates 
that the quantity within the parenthesis is to be averaged 
over all spatia l orientntions of the rno lecule. The remaining 
synbols have the sane si13nificance as before ( equation (18) 
of part II). This ex,ression is then to be averaged over 
the ground state vibrational wave f unctions of the ~olecule: 
(2) 
In order to evaluate the integral it is firs t assw1ed that 
terGs hicher t han quadratic in the vibr2tional potential 
f'vnction can be neglected so that the wave function can be 
expressed as a product of w&ve functions corresponding to 
t he n classical normal node s of vibration chara cteristic of 
t he sa:1e potential function: 
(3) 
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v1here the sh are the norn1al coordinates. Equat ion (1) for 
g0 is then expanded about the equilibriw~ position in normal 
coord.inntes: 
In t he interest of reducing the nunber of tcr~s to be ~ritten 
doi:m it is as su::nec'.1. t lw t t:1e only non-ner;l i gi ble terms repre-
sent the internet ion of a r:roup YJhose polo.r izabili t~r depends 
appreciably on the vibrational coordinates wi t h one whose 
polarizability is nearly inde)endent of the vibration. This 
assunpt ion a ctually involves no loss of general ity , f or the 
2d~itional ter;1s could be readily written down if needed. For 
t :1e actnal ap plicetions of inter es t it will be seen lnter that 
terms oi' this type aro t he only ones nl'·i ch need be considered. 
Then to ter~s o; second oFder the expression for go beco~es 
--l OC~ -
'J:ho rena j_ning sec ::mcl orc: or tc;r· ~.:s arc; exactly sii:lilar in 
no t in~ic~t0d ex~licitly. It can tc seen t hat t~ese ter~s are 
(1) 
(. \ ~ 
ol K J or n1 re ·".vla. ceC D'.·.: certnin vector or tensor sums • .... '. ~ \:
':L'hcrefore t he resnlt of t he avere. c; ing process \'-Jill be t he same 
or nore of 
. ) .... 
t ' ··, e c·'"·1 ~r1 Jci ,G-i E,"' ' 1 ( k o-P r > 1, ,..; J 1 ''e rr..,-·) 1 ::1 Cec~ 
·- , ;_l-< Cl- -- -'- ·.,, .Li :r ~ o( -· ' - ~ \ k ;·, _L - -· '-' --l Le.. - : -
--·'- - • ·· 
by the cor-
res pondj_n§; Sl ms of nor mal coordina te deri va ti ve s. 'r he re sult 
of the uveraginz process applied to 211 of the zero or~er terms 
cule YJ it ll tl10 nuc l ei L1 t Le ir cq,_: i:2.ibrh1m pos i tions. ':t:'h.e re-
e , . , ,~ ~i·on (1) ~or ~o '·1. vh ... t Li -~· "- U 
(6) 
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where the zero order term has not been written down. The 
vector bk defines the symmetry axis of the derived tensor6 
When this expression is substituted into equation (2) the 
where 
( 7) 
since 
(8) 
because of the orthonormality of tl1e wave functions composing 
the products. (The matrix elenents (sh) 00 are of course zero 
for the har::1onic potential f' rmction assumed but are v1ritten 
dovm here i n order to indicate the form which the expression 
wilJ take ·,nhen anharr~1onici ty is considerecL) 
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7 .. 1.1e. coorcq_ J.~-jn8 .  te~ ~,.A-.t~i~1RtJ' 17(•.s o~ ·t}1c reo~1e~ri" ca1 c···~~t~ti' es 
- • • _,_ ~ \.l • - v- _ - .• - - C <; . ;_. I... c ~ i L<i:J.l.t -'-
c ::m be calcula tPd explicitly if the nor111al coordinates of the 
~olecule are known . Since ttk is the vector distance of t he 
center of ~as s of group k from the center of mass of the 
molecule it can be expressed i n ter~s of t~e ua sses and dis-
pla cements of the atous of the group: 
( 9) 
of atom l of the ~roup , El is the displacenent of aton 1 in 
the direction of on e of the t~1reo ':lUtually ortho:;onal unit 
or· C.ir1t.1 tes 
h 
'/. :: [ 
/J1l li=I 
(10) 
so that 
( 1 1\, 
- L I 
-:Ct1 v.1i tL the vH_;r 2_ ticmo.1 coorclLw tc.:-~ in col'lpc::.rison 'td t} ~ that 
D.11C!. T-· 1- " 
""""' J_ l-<... 
-
-lL_-
n11a J_r1~;01,~ s t o t~~.c 
Ar,n:in tllore is no ro<::l loss of t:or~eraJ. i t ::r 5 £'or t te c:xtrn 
co:1:)0l1JK'.s of i nterest . ·.::Le c.1e~;ircl! ,(::l'ivo.tives ~.;; -;-; (', <~ .. J.. ........ 
\"Jill not be relJl'oc7'.uced in det2.i :!. here . It j_s :i:'o-uncl that 
(12) 
so t hc.. t firw lly 
( 1.3) 
'.L' he se~on 1. de:r: i vci.tive of' th;) intcr2ction tc:1s or ne..s eJ.so 
:.:rc)cJ.nc t 
( 1 f:.) 
':dti c h is the anisotrop~r of t he derived :)olarize.bili ty tensor 
of tl-10 1Jonc.1. i'his qnan ti t y is not cnpa ole of direct deter··1 i n-
c:tion~ Lor .. ! ffVer~ and in prc:.c t ice o( 1 <:;.nd (J 1 ··1ust bt.:~ evo.lue.ted 
-}_]_2--
infra-red and 3a~an intensities for a sin~le type of sole-
c1 : le( 4 ). I 'Die qnant:j_ty (3 f:::rt an et:tire ;olecule is related 
to the decree of de)olnrizatio11 of t he correspondinc Raman 
origi~2l tr eory is rolatec5. to tli.e degree of depolc.I'izstion 
I 
(3" --
scRt·t 0.r_•pcl_ 1i~~ ~C5) v-iz -~ ,._.~ I - ---L\.~l.!.G ' _ _,__.' 
'I ~ (° .. 
(- 7 f,. 
corres pon~ing to the nor~al vibrction h. The vaJ~e of 
( 15) 
a.s deter:dned in this wo.y relci. tes to the entire '1.c l e c·,.: le; 
in orc'.e:c t:-) orJt<Lin a va.JY.o chnrc>.cteristic of the r;roup in 
a nornc.l vi Jr[;. tion r;h:Lcl~ con;]ists r1c-;_in l~r of the ':1otior~. of 
the group i~ question. 
~' ho s;vJciaJ_i.zation of the tLe or~r to the case of the 
substitution of deuteri~M for hydrogen effe cts n consider-
alJle ~;i>1pli:'.:' ic ;.: tion. ~.: ec21.;. se of the 12. 2~ ; e difference in 
i=-~)1 _;_nc'. s tc be tre2,tec'l only a s:JalJ_ rn.:.:nbe.r. of nor.w. 1 r1oc~es 
res1·1 t in a)preciable defors2tion of the C-E anQ C-D bondse 
-llJ-
COTre~"~OJ.~C~ +o C-~ (~nc~ 
- ) l - .., - V ..t.., CA ~l 
The first order ma trix ele-
1
'1cnts of the no1~:.:ml coorc::_ :i.n2tcs in equz_1-~ion (Ci ) D.re of course 
zero. ~ut it is known that the potential of C-I: stret chin~ 
contains a fairly lar : o cubic term. Of course, if this is 
to be taken into account the a~ove analysis of the vibration 
:Lnto norml coordinates is not strictly valhl_ . Lut because 
of the 1arce mass chfference bet-ween hydrot;en and de1,~terium 
and the other atoms of the molecule the normal coordinate 
analysj_s is still useful in givi::-1g the approxiEiate forn of 
the vibration. In this case a correct procedure would be to 
calculate the \'iave :::'unctions for t~rn anharnonic potential by 
taking as zero-order wave functions 
those corresponding to the normal coordinates of the harmonic 
potential. Actually, the nor~al coordinate for C-E stretch-
ing is 2.p:;roxi r.a ted as tho narr:1onic vj_bra ti on of II against 
a la~eer Mass , and the resu!tinG harmonic oscillator Dave 
functj_ons are used as the zero-order f1Jnctions in the pertur -
'oa~ i·o-1 c~lcliJ~t~nns(6) 
. G l ci. __ _ c .... ..L\..,.. .... - e 
Since there is a relatively large cubi c tern in the C-H 
stretchinb potentia l function the first order terms in the 
expression for g0 will probably be i mportant. For C-H bend-
ing, on the other hand, the potent ial function should be 
11 e c-~r ly syr1metric in the absence of concentrntions of charge 
on other ato~s close to the hydroeen atom. Eence no terms 
of odd power should ~ake an ao preciable contribution to the 
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potential function. I~ the absence o~ any experimental 
knowledge concerning t~e anharmonicity of t his type of vi-
bration the terms of odd pov:er in the potential function 
were taken to be small and first order terms in go corres-
ponding to C-H bending were neglected. 
In the specialization of the theory to the case of 
compotmds of the type R1R2CED with the ap r; roxL:i.ations de-
scribed above the vectors s become just the unit vectors in 
the direction of elongation of the C-H and C-D bonds and are 
~ .... 
.L' ' 1 t 'b i 1 (r.T "l D , d , L..nus ecrL,a..... o II ar10. oD ~- anc are nere use _ as group suo-
scripts denoting hydrogen and deuterium). The first~ fourth,. 
and fifth terms in equation (6) are then .zero since two of 
the vect6rs comprising the triple cross product are the same 
and we then have 
~(o<if1 o(.;(J; G-'° D r -<, {J,· o<o Po e-;P){ {o· ~x b,,)(1-0),"' 
(16) 
where L represents the elongation of the bond from the 
equilibrium value. 
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1he terms containin~ second derivatives of the polar-
izability tensor and of the dipole interijction tensor have 
been ne glected. Since C-H stretchinG overtones are very 
difficult to observe in Raman spectra there is probably 
little hope of evaluating the second derivatives of the 
polarizability. It see~s probable that they are small, how-
ever. The type of trea tr.'.1ent which neglects such second 
order qua.nti ties is cor1mon in S!)ectroscopy and useful semi-
quantitative results are often obtained. Actually the second 
derivative of the polarizability i s implicit l y taken into 
account to sone extent by the method of evaluating the 
first derivative, since the observed effect is considered 
to be accotmted for entirely by the first derivative. The 
te:c ~as containing t:Vie second derivat:Lves of the inter2.ction 
tensor and the ordinary o{ and (3 can be expected to be 
s ~nall; the analagous first order terrn. was calc1J.la ted for 
o{ -deuteroethylben zene and found to be quite snall. 'J:'he 
cross term containing derivatives of both the polarizability 
and the interac t ion tensor is found to be important. The 
corresponding cross term for the bending vibra t ion is neg-
lected since the first derivative of the polarizability with 
res pect to t his notion is probably s~all. 
The values of (r) 00 and (r2 ) 00 wero t hose for an an-
harn onic (cubic) oscillator ( 5). The value of the anharmoni-
city consta~t va s 
for C-H have been 
t hat civen by Dennison(?). 
calcu lated by R. P. ne11C4) 
Vah.'.es of 
from the observed 
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differences in r efr a ctive index bet~een corras~onding hydro-
,·;en 2nd deuteriun co:1pm~11d s. l]s ing Dennison's spcctrosconi-
dcter~ined va l u e fo r the anha r Monicity to obtain the 
value of (r) 00 for hydroGen and deuteriun they took t he value 
of the derivative to be given by 
(17) 
where «'H- o(0 represents t he difi' erei:.ce in pola rizabili ty of 
a pai:E of corre s pond ing hydrogen and deuterium compounds. 
,Since o(H wa s found to be greater than o<.1> in every case, 
and since (r) 00 is grea t e r for hydrogen t han f or deuterium 
the derivative is positive. The analysis was carried out 
and CH4-:CD4 . Reasonably consis-
tent resul ts were obtained, the values for t hi s series of 
1 h . ' t 1 ' 2 °2 'i1 he 1 , -/ I ' comp01.mas i. eJ_n g oe we en ana A • _ va ue o1 ""' useo. 
for the calculation of rotation wa s that found '"'ro"1 ° F CD 
.L .\.. v 44- 4' 
1.9 R2. for one C-H (or C-D ) bond. 
I 
The evaluation of ~ from e qua tion (15) requires the 
de gr ee of de Dolarization of a Haman line corresponding to 
a nornal vibration involving lar gely C-H stretching. _The 
developoent of facilities for accurate depolarization measure-
ments is comparatively recent, however, and there are rela-
tively few data for appropriate molecules.Of t he data avail-
able, probably t he nos t suitable are those for the s~r.mr;ietrical 
vibration of highest frequency for chloroform. A comparatively 
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large ntmber of ~easurements of the degree of depolarization 
of this line have been carried out by different investigators. 
These results have been collect ed and tabulated, together with 
t heir own val~e, by Zeitlow, Cleveland, and Lleister~23~he 
values lie between 0.2 and 0.38, the latter being that of 
the authors. The single value observed for t he corresponding 
vibration of deuterochloroform, ~ = 0.26, by the same investi-
gators seems to indicate that any contribution comi~c from 
t he slight ootion of t he chlorine atoms probably tends to 
reduce the total value. The di f; erence between their values 
of 0.26 for deuterochloroform and 0.38 for chloroform can 
hardly be accounted for on the basis of the difference in 
contributions to the depolarizations fr on C-Cl :wtions, for 
t he depola rizations for both of the C-Cl modes in both mole-
cules are less t han t ha t for t he C-H stretching mode and it 
seer'.ls unlikely that the values of o( 1 for either of t he C-Cl 
nodes are particularly l arge. (Since ~, is the derivative 
of the anisotropy ratio f or t he bond polarizability divided 
I / by &>< a low va lue of (3 can r esult from either a s r'1al1 ani-
sotropy derivative or a large value of ~/ .) In fact 
for the C-Cl bond has been de t er mined fro~ the ratio of Raman 
and Rayleigh intensities : or carbon tctract loride(8) and it 
is onl y sli ghtly less t han t he corres ponding quantity f or 
C-Il . In orde r t o deter o ine a pproxiua t e l y t he contributions 
froo C-Cl stretching to the depolariza tion factor for the C-H 
stretchint; vibration of CEc13 a nornal coordinate analysis 
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for an equivalent linear triatomic mo lecule was carried out. 
It Has found that the ratio of C-E to C-Cl stretching in the 
normal mode of highest frequBncy was approximately 30:1, 
vvhile the corresponding ratio for C-D and C-Cl vvas about 12: 1. 
Because t hese ratios are so high any differences between the 
a' values of 1 .... for the C-E bond of chloroform and those for 
C-H bonds in, say, saturnted hydrocarbons should probably 
be attributed to the distorting effect of the C-c13 dipole 
moment on the C-H bond. 
'l'he sruir:rntrical CH3 stretching node of ethane would 
perhaps be the ~ost satisfactory source of data for the deter-
/ 
~ination of ~ since there are no ordinary resonance effects 
or unusual e lect:cical inf1uences present. 'l' l:e sDall C-C 
stretching would be expected to contribute very little to 
the result. llnfort1:mately only qualitative data are avail-
able for t his molecule. Bven i f the data were available, 
one i nherent difficulty night rema in: the modification of 
the forn of this vibration t hrouGh Fermi resonance with the 
first overtone of one of t he methyl deformation vibrations. 
The exact extent and form of the e f fect of this resonance on 
the syr1netrical vibr2,t ion ;-:1.ight l)e difficult to ascerte.in. 
The c1. euteromethane s constitute ano t her proni s :Lng source for 
the desired infor3ation but the ne ces sary data are apparently 
l a cking. 
' The value of ~ finally chosen for use in the calcu-
lations was t hat obtained from the C-H stretching vibration 
of chloroform. The value of Oe3 was chosen as representative 
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/ 
f or the depo l ar iza tj_on fa ct or; t his gives for (3 the value 
/ 
1 .9 . Although the value of (3 for hydrogen can be expected 
to be only ap:rlroximately relevant for C-E , it is p:;r -1aps 
rmrth nentioning that the observed value for f , 0.14, 
c; ives a value :·or (3 1of 1.2( 4 ,9,10). 
, 
It is a lso i mportant t o deter~:1ine the sign of (3 Its 
sign wil l b e positive or ne ga tive de pending on the relative 
signs and magnitu des of t h e derivatives of the polarizabilities 
parallel and perpendicular to the bond dire c tion. Intu itively, 
it seems that the change i n the direction of the bond is pro-
bably ~reat er, and this result is borne out by quant run mech-
ani cal calculations(ll,l2 ,l3). 
,, 
The sign of ~ can be fairly well established from the 
, / , 
magni tudes of ol and ~ and t h e known positive sign of ot . 
,, 
'Lhe expression for (3 
I (3 :. 
I / 
-t,, - ota2 -----..;..;....;~- 3 
ot' 
, , 
o(,, - ola."&. 
I ~~, 
-«,, ~2 ""~ 2 
can be solved for 
I I 
ot., /of 1. '&. The result is 
(18) 
(19) 
Thus t r. e absolute value of -t,, is ;aore t Lan twice as large 
as t he a bsolute value of «/-a. , al t hough t he value of 6. 5 fol"' 
t h e ratio se e~1 s somewJ.1at high . But since3ct' is equal to 
o{~ 1 I-~ -<; 2 , and its si gn is knovm to be positive, it fol-
I lows that ot., ::rn_s t IJe positive and t hus, on t he basis of 
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I 
this "l • ana..Lys1.s, (3 must also be positive. 
It Ei ght be thought t hat a classical treatment of the 
Silberstein type could shed soue light on this question. 
If we assune two :r:iolarizable stn:i~ctures, then for the mo:rJents 
...)o -induced in each, P1 and P ') ~ c._ 
--' -l 
#'\ ={-1+1 !{,,_ H.a..}J_ 
'1 - -r,; R,~ ( 20) 
/;(.' and o( 2. are the po l arizabilities of the two struc-
~ 
-.~ E, the external field, is taken in the cirection ..LJ.. t ures. 
of t he lin e j oinj_ng t t .e ce~·1ters of the structures then it 
is found that t he polarizability of the entire structure for 
t his case is 
o(,, = (21) 
~ 
If E is ts. ~:en perpenC.icnlar to the l:Lne joininc the t v.10 the 
res~lting polarizability for t~is case is 
ii."'• ola, 
o(.1 = 
11(, + o(,._ - h~ 
I - .t, "'&. 
R' 
(22) 
Tltis type of treatu ent can be expected to be valid only if 
D(
1
o(2. << R6 • Approximate derivatives with respect to R can 
b e obt a i ned b y expanding t h e denominators in poTiers of 
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, !;ml tiplyint; by the nu.rnerators, and taking deriva-
tives of t he resultin g series terra by ter~ . When this is 
d8ne the resulting derivatives become 
(23) 
Thus a lRrge ryositive value for ~ 1 is predicted fron this 
siRp le classical treatuent. ~he uodel is hardly appropriate 
for a bond to hydro gen, for the bond itself is the principa l 
polarizable structu~ e. The result is, in fact , in contradic-
tion to the observed Dositive sign of t><' 1 Thus this simple 
classical model is inadeq 1 ate here. 
This entire treat~ent of optical rotation due to zero-
point vibrations is admittedly a very approximate one. The 
I 
sign of ~ is of course not known with certainty; in the 
calculations the positive sign was c~osen on t he basis of 
tJ:e above discussion. t,nother source of possible error is 
the atteMpt to apply the original theory to a bonded hydrogen 
ato~ as a polarizable structure. In the original treat~ent 
the groups were co~1sidered to contain a .fairly large number 
of electrons and one of the bond e lectrons was arbitrarily 
assigned to t he central Group and the other to the substituent 
croup. In t he case of C-E where the only electrons are the bond 
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electrons ttemselves it is probably nore appropriate to con-
sider the bond itself as the polarizable structure. ~his dif-
fi culty is probably no t a serious one, since some experimental 
infor~ation about tLe opt ical properties of the bond is avai l-
able. ?here is sone question here as to whe t her the opt ical 
center of t:c.e r;roup in this case is close to the center of 
mass . It may be that R1• sho~ld extend to a noint midway be-
- .... J. J..: .... 
t v'leen the carbon and hydrocen a to::'.1S. Eowever, in performing 
the calc11 l2tions t ne formal structt:.re of the theory v1as re-
tained a~d RH was taken to be t he same in length and direc-
tion as the C-E bond. 
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'i'he enantiomorph of Q(. -deuteroethylbenzene to which the 
calcula tions apply and the corresponding Fischer projection 
forEmla are shown in F i gure 1. The values of bond distances 
wer8 obtain0d from covalent r adii and the as;nnr.ietric carbon 
a tom ·was as sm:rnd tetrahedral. The values used for ol. / and 
a.' <" ·were those described in the previous section. It was 
found t hat the first order terms containing those quantities 
made the principal contribution to the ca lculated rotation 
althougn the second order terus containing ~' , and 
c/ could not be negloctecl. 'l'he probleu of deterning the 
actual rotation is similar to that for the previously treated 
1,2-dichloropropane. Since internal rotation can take pla ce 
abo11t the C-C,:::Hh' bond, 
0 .I 
the O)tica l rotntion vvas first calcu-
12.ted as a functj_on oi' the internal angle 0 describing the 
conf or~ ,ia ti on. to be zero v1hen the 
C-C-CH~ plane is p~rpendicular to the plane of the rin~. and 
,) . I 
positive f or a counterclockwise rotation of the phenyl ~roup 
with respect to the re~ainder of the ~ole cule (that is, look-
ing along t he C-C0,:::ll~ bond froD the direction of the ring). ,/ 
The optical rotntion 1Jas found to be given by 
'i'he potentj_al function V (0) governing the internal conforma-
tion wo.s assu::r1 od to have a plane of sy~:1T1e try coincident with 
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Figure 1. The Space Ifod.el of o( -Deuteroethylbenzene 
t o 1Nhich the Calculations apply and its Fischer Projection 
F ormula~ 
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the plane of sy:-~r..1etry corres po~1ding to that of et~ylbenzene. 
If this is the case, a snall ar:10lmt of algebrai c i~mnipulation 
s ho'.:rs t:w. t a part of equation ( 24 ) ;ilakes no con tri but ion to 
the optical rotation. For the which does not average 
to zero it is found that 
[o<.]0 {1 /n"'-+2) ::: +~I (1-£j. )($ itt {:i.;+ ?:jlJ + r i1t ?:i,+!.f-)) 
( 25) 
+ o. r 3 c. o s (~ ¢) 
Apparent l y no direct experimental studies of the paten-
tial of i nternal conformat ion in ethylbenzene have been car-
ried out. HowBver, fron the work of Pitzer and coworkers 
on nitro~ethane,< l4 ) propane(l5,l6), and the xylenes(l7) 
it is possible to make a reasonable estioate of the situation. 
'.L'he available evidence on the heit;ht o:::-· t he six-fold barrj,er 
for a nethyl group attachec~ to a planar structure such as 
a nitro group or benzene ring indicates that there r:12Y be 
no hinderinc in either case, but that barriers as high as 
1000 cal. / mo le are not excluded. Pitzer' s rather detai led 
consideration of the interactions between the two methyl 
groups in Q-xylene ha s led to the somewhat tentative con-
clusion that consistency with the t hernodynaf:1ic da ta is bes t 
obta i ned by assit,ning independent potential funct ions to 
the t wo Q-methyl groups with barr ier he i ghts of about 2000 
cal./mole. By compar ison of these configurat ions with those 
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occurring in ethylbenzene an approximate potential function 
for the latt er can be obtained. 
':;.'o sir:i.plify the problem, it vras first assumed that the~e 
is no six-fold potential, and that ~11 of the potential energy 
arises from interactions between the hydrogens of the terminal 
methyl group and those of the ring. It was also assrn11ed at 
first that the terminal C-C bond was fixed in t~e staggered 
position. In t his case the anp,le 0 could take on values of 
approximately 30-35 degrees on either side of the plane cor-
responding to the plane of sy:nrnetry of ethylbenzene before 
the hydrogen atoas of the methyl group and those of the ring 
approached closely enough to give rise to a repulsion energy 
of a bout 2000 cal./r.1ole on the basis of Pitzer' s results for 
Q-xylene. If an attempt is made to increase this range by 
changint; the orientation about the t ern:i.nal C-C bond it is 
formd that pos:~ tions cJose to the eclipsed position for this 
iJond :Just be taken before ap ) reciaole c;a in is 1·ande in incroas-
Since t h e po \~ent ia l ~:\~:.net ion f or the 
rotation of t ho t ar o ina l C-C bond is probably close to that 
of cthane,with barrier he i~jt s of 3000 cal.~1o le, t he eclipsed 
posj_ tion is lli}.likely. 'l':1e in t roduction of a ::-; ix-fold po ten-
tial into the probler.1 would r1al.rn feY·l changes, for t -.vo of its 
BaxiBa coincide with the two positions of the ethyl group in 
t he plane of the rj_ng , and the other four are in aiJ~Jroxirnately 
the sane angular positions as those corresponding to close 
ap proach of the hydrogens of the phenyl and methyl groups. 
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On the ~asis of these results it Das decided to use 
the following simplified potential function in the calcula-
tion of the optical rotation: 
v (0) 0 for 
(26) 
= o¢ otherwise 
on one side of the ring ; the potential function with the 
nethyl group on the opposite side would, of course, be ex-
actly si1;1i l 2r. Since a sinusoidal function wou ld hCJ.ve its 
u inima corres pond ing to the center s of ranges of zero poten-
t ial and would vary little over t he allowed range t his seems 
a satisfactory a pproxiua tion in this res pect. Also since 
t he hindering is proba bly essentially a result of van der Waal's 
rc ~ulsion t he potential D~1ction describin~ t he inte r action 
of t he rinr; and ;,1ethyl l1ydro ~; ens prooab ly rises r a t her sharply 
as t hey a pl)roach . The square well potential fu!"1ction is thus 
a fa irly reasonab le ap~roxim2ti on. 
'I'he optica l rota ti on calcula ted v1i th t t .is potential 
function for the enantiomorph of ~ -deuteroethylbenzene 
s :tov1n in F i g . _l is 
(o<] = ..+l).11-1 
I> 
0 
'I'he la tt cr value was calculated for a nediur~1 of refractive 
index l. 50, correspond his to the pure liquid. The experi-
'.'wntal value for t he enantiomorph prepared by t he lithium 
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alucd.nun deuteride-li thiu .. rn.deuter i de reduc t i on of 1 (-) phenyl-
~:1ethylcarbinyl cliloride v·ms [o{]~ 5 = -0 . 30° fo r the pure 
liquid. The conf i gur utional relationship between the phenyl-
methylcarbinyl chlor ide and phenyl methyl car binol is well 
known(l8 ), and phenyl CTethyl carbinol has been related to 
l a ctic acici through methylcyclohexyl carbinol by Levene and 
Co,,,.0 --.1 ~8 ,.. 8 ( 19 ,20) it ~ l ;'\. ..... • If t he deuteride r eduction of the chlor i de 
is accoupanied by inversion, as is probably the case, t hen 
the (-) ~ -deuteroethylbenzene pre pared in this way f rom 
1 (-) phenyll:iet~1yl carbinyl c i.1.loride has the g conf i gur E, ti on, 
corresponding to t he mirror i~age of t he spatia l configuratior1 
of Fig. lo 'l'hus if the reduction is actually acconparded by 
inversion t he re~~ul t is in a green ont Yli tl~ the Fischer con-
ven tion re s a rdinc absolute conficur a t i o11, antl is consisten t 
wit~ t he find ings for 1 , 2-dichloropropane and 2,3-epoxybutaeeo 
Optically a ctive 2-dcut erobuta~e has not been pr eparod. 
cult and on t h e ~Jasis of prcvi 01:.s rmrk :Lt is expected t hat 
nn optically pure pr ofuct of lmoTin relative configura tion 
co1• l C. be ob :~e. i ned ( ~3 (::;2 Pro3;os :L ti on no. I , t h is thesis). 
i n O l"C~C I' t o ob t ain ari_ ir;.cU co. tion of t h e order of TJ&gnitude 
of t ".w r ot a ti on. ::J ec E~use of the ~; j_;ripli city of t h e co,1pound , 
t~e absence of any a ppr eciable resonan ce or anona lous 
r e l a tive ly accurate 
lmo'i .. 'le(ge of t!:e pot e:;:;.tial of i n tei1 Eal coni'or:m tion i t is 
:r rob2.b l y one of the :-lost s a t t sfa ctory non-:ci g i.d co1:1pound s 
- 1 2)-
' :
111"' i· i1"- ,-,-,,.,.,'"' 1 ·~ ;·1 clr.. 0 
.L- 1.::; _ Vi;...~-r... l l <:.,;. U..1. ..... b IC be 
positive ~isplace~ent fro~ zero is taken to be that ~hich 
decre11;rns the D-C~I3 Ci is tm1 c c:?. As in the case of 1, 2-cUchloro-
si(erec'! to 110.vc thr ee :-Jinina: at 0 = OO 
' 
' . C.:.1Clln 
( ' +'·e e--· 1·;i"l-i ')rl· ,.,.., -~oc·i·f--ion'-' ,,-~c ·:· ·i ·· 1-> 21) 
u.l ;. \.::._ _-:_ ....... .i...i - ' /·· .!. _J\. .:) ...... v __ .! .. ...J u.i ;... -L..(.;; .. - ..1.. • 
of three iso: ie:cs corre s«)o;-:cdh~g to the tl:.ree ninima. As can 
1Je s20n fro ·1 the figu:ce q for 0 = -e-l20° the vectors bi· and b1r 
/ j.).. 
fo r t he hydrot;en nethyl interf!,ction lie in the sai-1e pl ane 
and hence the corresponding term in go is zero . The rela-
t ive orientation of the C-D group and the ethyl group in this 
position can be obtained by a reflection of their re l ative 
orientat i on for 
n-L:mbe2'.' 1 and 2 cD.rbon a to:~1s. 'i'herefore t he ter:.1 representing 
tl':.e i nten:.ction of C-D 'vi t h r n fo r 0 = +120° is equ2l in '- ·- '-'~·3 -
in sign +o t 11" t for rt-. = o0 -.s J.-L'. -- y./ ,, GI 
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Figure 2. The Space Hodel of 2-Deuterobutane to which 
the Calculations Ap:ply~ and its Fischer Projection Formula& 
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0 = ·- 120° t>e O~'.)~Jos~Lto is truo; tl:e intor·action of C-D ~ ;i t l'1 
bent 
a~1.d a st::-1r;le ber:. t one 9 the obs erved rot~·. t:i.on is them givon 
b•r 
" 
o( 
( -AH/Rr) ()('.st ,_ e / 
( 27) 
S .i- ., .. .... ,-·1 ,. •• i...,t ·1,o r.,·~·1~ ~.·~c1 -' -1 . -·1" ·,'-~·i- "'r,o ·:-r,·~-~, 0 '·1 o·p t''e s--i--.. ) .-·, -i l""t ... + , 0 .C t.~~{-,:l ... \. ;_ ;:, c .. ll. t ~ Sl~ " - ,_;,vi..'.: - ' vr:. ~ ~ , l . .L~- vlL·. -'· bllu 
·~l:.G o.ccr:.r a. t:e ly 
the VD.lne found is 770 cnl. /::10le ( 22 ). J:he l,i_ n<:~ l results of 
~ig. 2 are as f olloDs: 
[«]:~ (31h'"#~) = +~.11· 
[ot} :tS = +I. IJI 0 
/} 
~-.1:-:ore the fina l v!..:.h'.e has 1-)een cnl culatoc~ fo r a !.1edi1x-1 of 
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Propositi ons 
1. Optically active 2-deuterobutane of known config-
uration might be prepared by lithium aluminum deuter~ 
ide reduction of active 2,.3-epoxybutane ,. followed by 
oxidation of the hydroxyl group to a ketone and Clem-
mensen reduction, , or halogenation followed by hydrogen-
ation. The optical ro~ation of this compound has been 
cal cu lated to be Co<'] fi5 ~ 1°. 
Cf. part III of this thesis. 
2. The use of optically active deutero compounds would 
open a large field of undetermined reaction mechanisms 
to attack by the optical a ct i vity method. For example: 
a. The character of aliphatic hydride reductions could 
be determined by reducing active 2-chlorooutane of 
known configuration with lithium aluminum deuteride 
and comparing the sign of rotation of the resulting 
2-deuterobutane with that ootained from 2,3-epoxybu-
tane. 
b. The possible mechanisms f or reaction of thionyl chlo-
rid e with primary alcohols might be distinguished; 
since a primary carbon atom cannot be asymmetric 
other than by substitution of deuterium for hydrogen 
the optical activity method has not so far been ap-
plied to this problem. 
3. Since the molecular orbital pi ctu res pro posed by Walsh 
for cyclopropane and spiropentane contain Ti -orbitals 
the quenching cross sections of these compounds for tne 
resonance radiation of metallic atoms should be high on 
this basis • . This is not t he case fo r cycloprcpane. The 
determinat i on of the quenching cross sections of spiro-
pentane and of the ab ility of both compounds to com-
plex metallic ions in solution would be of interest in 
this connection. 
(1) A. D. Walsh, Trans. Faraday Soc. 45, 179 (1949) 
(2) ·w . R. Steacie and D. J • . LeRoy , J. Chem •. "Phys. 
11, 164 ( 1943) 
4. Wheland and Dewar have proposed different mechanisms 
for the rearrangement of aromatic allyl ethers (Claisen 
rearrangement). A decision between these mechanisms 
might be m~de b14 per:t'?rm ing the :r:earrangement with such ethers having C at either end of the allyl g roup. 
(1) G. W. 'ifueland, 11 Advanced Organic Chemistry" 
(Wiley, New York, 1949), p. 544 
(2) M. J. S. Dewar "The Electronic 'I'heory of Organ-
ic Chemistry" (Oxford, . London, 1949), p. 229 
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5. It should be possible to prepare active threo-3-amino-
2-butanol of known configuration from available active 
erythro-3-amino-2-butanol through the use of benzamido 
as a neighboring group by treatment with soc12 ,. follow-
ed by hydrolysis • . A method previously suggested for 
this preparation was tested experimentally and found to 
be unsuccessful •. 
(1) G. E. Mccasland and D • . A. Smith,. J •. Am. Chem ... 
Soc. 72,_ 2190 ( 1950) 
(2) F. Ho:-Dickey, , Thesis,. California Institute of 
Technology, 1949; proposition #5 
6 • . Whether halogens or methyls occupy the bridge positions 
in methyl aluminum dihalide dimers can probably be deter-
mined from relatively gross symmetry considerations if 
their infra-red and Raman spectra are obtained. If the 
methyls are found to be in the bridge positions, the 
frequencies and depolarization factors of the C-H lines 
may give information about the type of C-H and bridge 
bonds •. 
7. Kirkwood's first order theory of optical rotation pre-
d~cts a zero opt ical rotation for lrl-chlorobromoethane. 
A single enantiomorph of this compound might be prepared 
from active o( -chloropropionic acid by a Hunsdiecker 
reaction • . The perhaps more interesting co~pounds , fluo-
rochlorobromomethane and chlorobro:noiodomethane , might 
be prepared from the corresponding active acids in the 
same way. 
8. In previous treatments of the partition functions of 
rigid molecules with attached tops interaction. be-
tween the tops- 11 gearwheeling" -has been neglected. 
However, , the wave equation for identical symmetric 
tops attached at arbitrary angles to a fixed frame and 
having a sinusoidal interaction potential is separaole, 
g iving products of Mathieu functions and exponentials 
as solutions; this suggests that at least an approximate 
treatment of this type of contribution to the partition 
functio n could be carried out •. 
9& In several quantum statistical mechanical derivations 
t he thermodynamic properties of the system are assumed 
independent of the shape of the containing vessel~ The 
limits of validity of this assumption could be tested 
in a simpl e way by writing down the exact partition 
functions for, . say, a cube and a sphere, and comparing 
the limiting forms of the functions involved. 'I'he dif-
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ferences would certainly be expected to be small when 
the particles have wavelengths considerably larger than 
molecular dimensions. A difference in the limit of val-
idity might appear between Bose and Fermi pa.rtLcles at 
hjjgh densities • . 
10. A recent study of photoreactivation and apparent rever-
sal of mutations in bacteria by visible light has ap-
parently not considered a possible correlation with the 
established possibility of producing mutations by prior 
irradiation of the growth medium and the possible role 
of peroxides in the mutation process. A further inves-
tigation cognizant of these possibilities might prove 
profitable. 
(1) A. Kelner, .. . Scientific American, May, 1951; 
J. Bacteriology 58, 511 (1949) 
(2) W. S. Stone, o • . Wyss, and P •. Haas, Proc. Nat. 
Acad • . Sci. 33, 59 (194~) 
( 3) F. H • . Di ckeJ; thesis, California Institute of 
Technology, 1949 
11. A computer for performing mappings of functions in the 
complex plane witn visual display of the initial and 
transtbrmed curves might have sufficient constructional 
simplicity to be useful for rapid semiquantitative eng-
ineering work and possible for educational purposes. 
